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Abstract 

In this work a review of many of the current theories of star formation as it is 
understood today is presented. 

New polarimetric observations of three cometary nebulae, R Mon/NGC2261, 
R Cr A/NGC6729 and the Chamaeleon Infrared Nebula are presented and discussed. 
It is shown how previous polarimetric measurements of the illuminating source of 
Hubble's variable nebula (NGC2261) have often produced results which increase in 
error with increasing wavelength. The reason for this is that previous authors have 
used an aperture size for measurements of R Mon which includes effects of a highly 
polarized feature """ 5" north of R Mon. Though this phenomenon has been seen 
before by other observers, its effect on polarimetric measurements of RMon has not 
been recognised before despite tests to check for this. The data presented here agree 
with the interpretation that this feature is the northern-lobe of a mini-bipolar neb
ula, and it is further suggested that this is a manifestation of episodic mass outflow 
from RMon. 

Previous explanations for the polarization of R Mon and R Cr A cannot explain 
the rapid change in polarization and position angle that these young stellar objects 
are seen to undergo. Models of these objects which assume that they appear as 
polarized sources are used to explain the polarizations and are discussed. These 
models are not only able to produce the level of polarization seen at the source, 
but they are also currently the best models for explaining the rapid changes in 
polarization that are observed. 

A jet-like feature is seen to the south-west of the main nebulosity in the 
Chamaeleon IRN for the first time in observations presented in this thesis. A simi
lar jet seen emerging from R Cr A has been explained as being an emission feature 
collimated by an inner-circumstellar disc by previous authors. Evidence presented 
in this work for the jets seen emanating from both R Cr A and the Chamaeleon IRN, 
suggests that these features are merely the preferentially illuminated rims of one of 
the outflow cavities, seen mainly by reflection of light from the source. 

Further evidence is provided to show that NGC2261 and NGC6729 are illumi
nated by R Mon and R Cr A respectively. In the case of the Chamaeleon IRN new 
evidence is provided to show that the nebula is illuminated by a heavily obscured 
infrared source located midway between the two outflow cavities. 
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Chapter 1 

STAR FORMATION AND 
COMETARY NEBULAE 

Hung by the heavens with black, yield day to night! 

Comets, importing change and time of states, 

Brandish your crystal tresses in the sky ... 

William Shakespeare 

Henry VI, I, i. 

1.1 Introduction 

It is now generally accepted that most, if not all stars, undergo a period of very 

energetic mass loss during their evolution onto the main-sequence. These mass 

losses are frequently characterised by the occurrence of massive bipolar outflows of 

cold molecular gas (see, for example, Lada 1985). Before any attempt can be made 

to study or discuss these outflows, or more particularly the properties of cometary 

nebulae which form the main subject in this work, a more general discussion of the 

whole star formation process must be undertaken. This is a consequence of the fact 

that, as will be shown, cometary nebulae are a visible signpost that star formation 

IS m progress. In this chapter, a general review will be given of star formation as it 

1 



CHAPTER 1. STAR FORMATION AND COMETARY NEBULAE 2 

is understood today. The Four Stages of Star Formation, as entitled by Shu, 

Adams and Lizano (1987), will to some extent form a loose basis for the general 

structure of this review. We will discuss many of the phenomena which are seen as 

signposts of a continuing star formation process, before embarking upon a discussion 

of cometary nebulae which will be relevant to later chapters. 

1.2 Phase One 

It is generally accepted that the most active sites of star formation in our galaxy 

are located within giant molecular clouds, (GMCs). Such molecular clouds are often 

up to 100 parsecs in diameter, and have masses in the range of 105 - 106 M 8 (Lada 

1985, Shu et al. 1987). These clouds typically have temperatures of ,..._, 10 Kelvin. 

Any heating of the cloud due to cosmic ray action on the molecules is re-radiated 

in the form of CO emission which has a cooling effect, and thereby maintains the 

GMCs thermal equilibrium. 

Observations of CO emission, for example, allow the GMCs to be mapped, and 

these observations have established that these giant molecular clouds are made up 

of a number of individual small clouds, or clumps. These smaller clouds have sizes 

in the range of 2-5 parsecs across, and masses in the range of 103
- 104 M 8 , Shu 

et al. (1987). It has been found that many of these subregions of the GMC contain 

higher density cores which have, for instance, been mapped in H2 , CO, CS, HC3N 

and NH3 , Shu et al. (1987). How could these smaller cloud cores form within the 

larger giant molecular cloud? It seems likely that these clumps were formed by the 

action of a magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Such a process is discussed for 

example, by Shklovskii (1978), Mouschovias (1980), and in section 1.2.1 below. 

The theory that cloud cores are the sites of low mass (:5 3M8 ) star formation is 

supported by the fact that such cores are often associated with many of the signs of 

star formation such as T Tauri stars (see section 1.4.3), and bipolar outflows, which 

will be discussed in greater detail later. The Infrared Astronomical Satellite IRAS, 

has discovered that "'50% of the known N H3 cores have infrared sources associated 
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with them, which are identified as protostars, Shu et al. (1987). Dense clumps such 

as those located in the R Coronae Australis (see Chapter 3), and p Ophiuchi dark 

cloud regions, are good examples of these phenomena. Temperatures of cloud cores 

in the p Ophiuchi region have been measured in the 30-35 Kelvin range from CO 

emission. This heating is explained as coming from the friction between the particles 

in the GMC, in other words the ions and the neutral particles (neutrals). The 

increased density of the cloud core relative to the parent cloud increases the number 

of collisions between the ions and the neutral material, and thereby generates more 

heat. Examples of Zeeman splitting of thermally excited OH molecules, is further 

evidence for the existence of high density regions, since densities of over 103 cm-3 

are required for this excitation to take place. The measured magnetic field along 

the line of sight has been measured as high as 125JLG in the case of the Orion A 

complex (Shu et al. 1987). 

1.2.1 Cloud Core Formation 

Before we discuss the formation of a molecular cloud core, let us consider an analogy 

using two fluids by way of clarification. These fluids are are of unit volume, one of 

which is light and the other of which is heavy. The heavy fluid is placed on top of 

the light fluid, and experiences a gravitational force in the direction of the light fluid 

(see figure 1.1) . 

The interface between the two fluids is perfectly horizontal. Should any de

formations form in the fluid interface, these deformations will grow in size as the 

heavier fluid protrudes down into the lighter fluid under the the influence of gravity. 

(This would have the effect of reducing the energy of the system). This is the basis 

of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 

The bulk of the material in a molecular cloud is electrically neutral. The ionized 

material, which may consist of electrons and charged grains as well as ions, is an 

electrically conducting medium which is coupled to the magnetic field which runs 

through the cloud; the field lines are said to be "frozen-in" to this material. The 
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Figure 1.1: A diagram using tht· a.wdogy nf two fluids to help describe a Rayleigh
Taylor instability. 
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neutral material is not itself directly coupled to the magnetic field. The neutrals 

can only be affected by the field in so far as they are collisionally coupled to the 

ionized material. (Naturally, the probability of a collision between neutrals and ions 

increases as the density of the cloud medium increases). If no significant diffusion 

of the ions relative to the neutrals takes place within the lifetime of the cloud, then 

the magnetic field is said to be "frozen-in" to the neutral matter. Motion of the ions 

along the magnetic lines of force does not affect the magnetic field, but when the 

ions move transverse to the field lines they carry the field lines with them. 

Now take the case of a frozen-in horizontal (galactic) magnetic field in the role 

of the light fluid, which supports some mass of gas (the GMC) which we will equate 

with the heavy fluid in figure 1.1. We now begin to discuss a magnetic Rayleigh

Taylor (or Parker) instability. 

The molecular cloud has a strongly ionized component, and is thereby a conduct

ing medium. (Cosmic rays are the most likely ionizing agent acting on the cloud 

material, though natural radioactivity may also be an ionizing agent). Under the 

influence of gravity the cloud experiences a force which pulls it towards the galactic 

plane. However, the molecular gas cannot move across the magnetic lines of force, 

since this would cause a bending of the field lines which would induce a force oppos

ing the motion. Thus, the movement of the ionized gas towards the galactic plane 

would be halted, and the field lines would be in a state whereby they support the 

gas cloud. The only way in which the cloud could move therefore, is by sliding along 

the magnetic field lines. 

Suppose now for some reason, (under the influence of some external force, a 

nearby supernova explosion perhaps, it doesn't really matter), that some small de

pression develops somewhere in the field lines. Under the influence of gravity, the 

molecular gas would slide down into this dip towards the galactic plane, in the same 

way that the heavy fluid protruded down into the light fluid due to the influence of 

gravity in the analogy. The mass of gas increases in the depression, and due to the 

increased weight, the magnetic depression deepens, and more molecular mass flows 
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into the ever deepening magnetic dip. The gas is the unable to expand across the 

field lines, for this would mean the expending of energy, and it cannot move back 

up the field lines and out of the dip because of the opposition of gravity. Hence a 

localized cloud core begins to form, with a density somewhat larger than that of the 

medium from which it condensed. The magnetic dip deepens towards the galactic 

plane, until it reaches some maximum depth. At this point the magnetic field lines 

become so compressed that their elasticity eventually balances the weight of the 

molecular gas, and the formation of the molecular cloud core ceases. 

1.3 Phase Two 

Consider a molecular cloud which is rotating about some internal axis. For the 

cloud to be in a state of equilibrium, the cloud neither collapses inwards due to 

gravitational attraction, nor breaks up due to the centrifugal forces which are in 

evidence due to the cloud's rotational motion. In other words, at the equator, the 

force of gravity acting on the cloud is equal and opposite the centrifugal force. In this 

situation (assuming that no external forces are found to be acting upon the cloud), 

the cloud cannot begin to collapse, which is a necessity for the star formation process 

to begin. In this equilibrium state, the angular momentum that the cloud possesses 

is constant. If the cloud is to collapse, the rotational velocity of the molecular cloud 

must be slowed, and thereby angular momentum lost, in order that the gravitational 

force becomes the dominant force acting upon the cloud. In this situation it is said 

that angular momentum is prohibiting the cloud's collapse. It is possible for the 

angular momentum to be removed from the cloud in this situation, m a process 

which is known as magnetic braking. 

1.3.1 Magnetic Braking 

This is the process by which rotational energy is transferred from an object, in this 

case a molecular cloud, to its low density surroundings by means of the propagation 
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of magnetic disturbances. Much work has been done on this phenomenon. See for 

example the work of Mouschovias {1980). 

Consider a molecular cloud is threaded by a uniform (galactic) magnetic field, 

which connects across the cloud boundaries into the uncondensed external medium, 

in the ±Z direction (see the top diagram in figure 1.2). 

The magnetic field is frozen-into the molecular cloud, and the cloud itself possess 

some intrinsic angular momentum and thereby rotates about some internal axis. At 

some time later, the frozen-in field lines will have been twisted round due to the 

rotation of the molecular cloud. Such a twist will generate stresses in the magnetic 

field. Layers of material which are close to the molecular cloud in the external 

medium now find themselves pulled in the direction of motion of the cloud, and thus 

the external material gains some angular momentum. (This naturally assumes that 

the external medium will also have the magnetic field lines frozen-into it). Layers 

of material which are adjacent to these initially disturbed layers, now experience a 

similar force, due to the motion of the initially disturbed layers, and thus a rotational 

disturbance propagates away from the cloud in the ±Z directions, along the magnetic 

lines of force. This is illustrated in (the bottom diagram) in figure 1.2; (Zt is the 

distance that the "magnetic front" has travelled away from the cloud core, and this 

defines the region which has been disturbed by enforced rotation). 

Summing up, a rotational disturbance propagates away from the cloud due to 

the twist of the magnetic field lines, and this disturbance exerts a mechanical ef

fect (enforced rotation) on the external material. Thus, this torsional wave removes 

angular momentum from the molecular cloud and transfers it towards the uncon

densed external medium. The rotational energy of the cloud decreases, and the 

cloud rotation is said to be magnetically braked. 

1.3.2 Protostar Formation 

At some point in time, due to the effect of magnetic braking, the angular momentum 

of the molecular cloud is no longer large enough to oppose the gravitational collapse 
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Figure 1.2: A magnetically braked cloud core. Adapted from Mouschovias (1980). 
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of the cloud towards the cloud core, and so the cloud collapses. (This assumes that 

any other forces which may help support the cloud have also been overcome. Such 

forces may be due to thermal pressures caused by particle motions for example). 

The density of a molecular cloud core varies as R- 2 , where R is the radius of the 

cloud. Matter nearer to the cloud core experiences a greater gravitational force than 

matter further away, since the gravitational force also varies as R- 2 • Thus matter 

nearer to the cloud core will be attracted first, and as the mass of the core increases, 

material further out will be attracted. The cloud is then said to be collapsing from 

"inside-out", and the former cloud core becomes an accreting protostar whose mass 

is proportional to the initial mass of the molecular cloud from which it condenses. 

The mass of the protostar (M), is also given by M=( 6M f6T)T, where Tis the time, 

and ( 6M / 6T) is the rate of mass infall. 

1.4 Phase Three 

1.4.1 Evidence for Outflows 

There is much evidence to show that young stellar objects undergo a period of mas

sive energetic mass loss during their evolution towards the main-sequence. Kuhi 

{1978) has shown that in a survey of T Tauri stars (see section 1.4.3), 60% of the 

objects observed in Ha and other emission lines showed a double peaked structure 

due to a blue-shifted absorption component. Another 5% of the T Tauri stars exhib

ited classical P Cygni profiles. The presence of the blue-shifted absorption features 

has been interpreted as evidence for steady mass outflow and stellar wind activity 

in these young stellar objects. Lada {1985) shows that in surveys ofT Tauri stars, 

about 10% are observed to have molecular outflows associated with them, which 

together with other data leads him to suggest that only 10-20% of the pre-main

sequence lifetime of a young stellar object (YSO) is spent in the molecular outflow 

phase, which is about 105 years for a T Tauri star. Similar surveys of embedded 

infrared sources, reveal that almost 80% of the objects, were associated with molec-
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ular outflow. The objects which yielded no evidence for molecular outflows were 

all visible sources, which may have therefore finished their molecular outflow phase, 

(see section 1.5). This observation, that an embedded infrared source (IRS), is more 

likely to be associated with molecular outflow than an optically visible YSO, has led 

many authors including Lada to conclude that "the molecular outflow phase may be 

the earliest observationally identifiable stage of stellar evolution." 

As the mass of the protostar increases due to accretion of the infalling cloud 

and disc material, a temperature will eventually be reached whereby deuterium 

burning will start. This eventually drives the object completely convective if the 

mass < 2M 0 , and in the presence of differential rotation a dynamo effect will be 

generated, which will lead to a stellar wind. This wind, combined with the molecular 

winds, will eventually punch a hole in the placental envelope of dust and gas around 

the YSO to yield the observed bipolar outflows. This will happen in the polar regions 

where least resistance to the outflows is located. This does not, however, explain 

how or why the molecular outflows occur. 

1.4.2 Theories of Outflow 

As the rotating molecular cloud collapses down to form a protostellar core, a new 

problem is encountered. Through conservation of angular momentum, the accret

ing protostar and circumstellar disc contain the angular momentum of the initially 

collapsing molecular cloud. Since the radius of the protostar is very much less than 

the radius of the molecular cloud, the angular velocity of the protostar and the 

accreting material increases such that the evolution of the protostar by continued 

accretion cannot continue unless the angular momentum of the young stellar object 

is reduced. Magnetic breaking can once again come into play to help reduce the 

rotational energy of the system (see section 1.3.1), in the same way that it reduced 

the angular momentum of the parent molecular cloud. The angular momentum can 

also be reduced if by some means the mass in the system can be decreased. 

In recent times, the most highly favoured models for the removal of matter in the 
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vicinity of a young stellar object has come from work done on magnetically driven 

outflow mechanisms. 

Relaxing Magnetic Twist 

The model of Uchida and Shibata (1985, 1987) and Shibata (1987), argues that 

the large scale CO bipolar outflows that are seen to originate from YSOs, can be 

accelerated by the relaxation of a magnetic twist produced by the rotation of a 

forming circumstellar disc. 

Part of the molecular cloud condenses to form an accretion disc rotating about 

a central protostar. A large scale magnetic field threads the disc, perpendicular 

to the plane of the disc, and is frozen-in to the disc material. Magnetic braking 

(section 1.3.1), due to the twist in the magnetic field lines, can slow the disc rotation 

somewhat, allowing material to move nearer to the star and thereby accelerate since 

the disc rotation is Keplerian. According to this model, the magnetic twist continues, 

and the twist accumulates near the surface of the disc. At some point the pressure 

build-up becomes so great that the magnetic twisting and the subsequent build-up 

in pressure cannot continue. When this happens the magnetic twist must relax, and 

a magnetic front propagates away from the disc (in the ±Z directions) accelerating 

disc material with it. 

As material is removed from the disc, angular momentum is removed, (since the 

disc mass decreases), and hi polar outflows of molecular material are seen about a 

YSO, since the magnetic twist is likely to be symmetrical about the disc. There 

seem to be similarities between this model and the model which Draine (1983) 

has proposed to explain bipolar molecular outflows. The difference between these 

approaches is that in the Draine model, it is the rotation and subsequent twist of the 

field lines from the YSO that are the important feature, whereas with the Uchida 

and Shibata model, it is the rotation of the magnetic field by the disc that is the 

cause of the outflows. There seems to be no real reason why both models cannot 

operate simultaneously. 
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Centrifugally Driven Molecular Winds 

In this model, Pudritz and Norman (1983, 1986) & Pudritz (1985), the molecular 

cloud collapses perpendicular to the magnetic field, which threads the accretion disc 

of the YSO. Once again, the magnetic field lines are assumed to be frozen-in to 

the underlying disc material, and a twist is caused in the field lines by the rotation 

of the disc. This action, (combined with the contraction of the cloud to form the 

disc and protostar), produces an "hourglass" configuration, where the field lines are 

"pinched" near the circumstellar disc, (see figure 1.3). 

This is an important point, since the pinching provides the angle between the 

field lines and the plane of the molecular disc which is necessary if the disc material 

is to be centrifugally accelerated away from the disc along the field lines. 

Matter in the inner part of the disc accretes onto the protostar, producing optical, 

UV and FUV radiation. (It is thought that this radiation from the accretion-shock 

provides most of the luminosity of a YSO during its outflow phase). The radiation 

produced then ionizes material at the protostellar disc surfaces out to large distances. 

The ionized material can then be expected to be strongly coupled to the magnetic 

field, and since it is forced to co-rotate with the magnetic field, and by the J x B 

force and centrifugal force, the matter is removed from the disc and accelerated 

along the magnetic field lines. 

The outflowing material not only carries off its own angular momentum, but some 

of the angular momentum of the disc as well. This is an important point. Winds 

which are thermally driven alone will simply remove their own mass and angular 

momentum from the disc. In the Pudritz and Norman model, the matter which is 

accelerated away from the disc is still linked to the disc by the magnetic field lines. 

As a result, matter leaving the disc is able to exert a mechanical force on the disc as 

the field lines attempt to drag this ejected matter around. This slows the rotation 

of the disc and removes further angular momentum from the disc in addition to 

the ejected matter's own angular momentum. Thus a hydromagnetic wind results, 

which is bipolar due to symmetry, and the disc is braked by the molecular outflow. 
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Figure 1.3: The molecular bipolar outflow configuration from Puclritz & Norman 
{1986). Rd is the radius of the circumstellar disk. 
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It must be noted that matter more deeply embedded in the disc is shielded from 

the ionizing radiation released during the accretion, so much of the disc mass, and 

thereby disc angular momentum, is unavailable for outflow. This model, like the 

others, is constrained by the degree to which the neutral material is coupled to the 

ionized material through neutral-ion collisions. If coupling is not efficient, then the 

field which is not frozen-in will simply slip through the molecular material. The 

nature of this model, whereby outflow is along the field lines, means that some 

degree of collimation is provided for the molecular outflows. 

1.4.3 T Tauri Stars 

It is now generally accepted that T Tauri stars arc newly formed low-mass stars 

(~ 3M 0 ), which have recently become visible in the optical range. They are emission 

line variable stars, and tend to occur in groups known as T -associations. Their 

position on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HR diagram) is above and to the 

right of the main-sequence, and is therefore interpreted by many as an indication 

of their youth. (See the HR diagrams in Tayler (1978) for example). Bertout 

(1989) classifies T Tauri stars as a pivotal class representing the stage in stellar 

evolution between the deeply embedded low-luminosity sources which can only be 

studied at infrared and radio wavelengths, and the solar-type main-sequence stars. 

As such, T Tauri stars represent an important link in the understanding of pre

main-sequence stellar evolution. T Tauri stars are often associated with many of 

the signposts of star formation, such as jets (see section 1.4.5), and Herbig-Haro 

objects (see section 1.4.4). 

T Tauri Criteria 

T Tauri stars are usually defined according to certain optical spectroscopic criteria. 

See, for example, Strom, Strom and Grasdalen (1975); Bertout (1989), and Lada 

(1985). These spectroscopic criteria are as follows: 

• Strong in Hydrogen Balmer lines. 
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• H and K lines in Can. 

• Fei, Fen, Tin, Hell emissions. 

Sn , and (01). 

• Lii absorption may also be strong. 

[Sn] and Fe! lines are only visible in T Tauri stars with strong emission spectra. 

Their spectral classification is usually in the range of F to M. T Tauri stars are also 

characterised by other phenomena. 

Emission Line Profiles Kuhi (1978) illustrated that of the T Tauri stars in his 

survey, some 60% showed a double-peaked profile in Ha and other emission 

lines, due to a blue-shifted absorption component, which is interpreted as 

evidence for outflow from the YSOs. He suggests that the 5% of objects which 

show the classic P Cygni profiles are undergoing the last major outflow before 

a normal stellar wind take over. Another 5% of the T Tauri stars show an 

inverse P Cygni profile, and these are defined as a subclass of the T Tauri 

stars known as YY Orionis stars. The profile is interpreted as signifying the 

presence of inflowing matter. They are so named after the first YSO found 

to show this behaviour. Kuhi suggests that the YY Orionis stars represent 

the last vestiges of the accretion phase. In some cases, DR Tau for example, 

Balmer-line profiles have been observed to change from the classic P Cygni 

profile to an inverse P Cygni profile in a period of a few days, (Bertout, 1989). 

In one set of observations of YY Orionis lasting 14 days, Kuhi (1978) found 

that the star did not show the redward-displaced absorption component in 6 

of the 14 days. What this implies is that complex mass motions are going 

on in the vicinity ofT Tauri stars with a variable accretion rate in evidence. 

In all Kuhi concludes that 90% of the stars observed show evidence for a 

"combination of outflow and rotation as well as large-scale prominence and 

flare-type activity." 
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Schwartz (1978) points out that molecular gas which may have been ionized in 

the circumstellar envelope should rapidly recombine and become neutral with 

increasing distance from the YSO. As a result, the bulk of the stellar wind is 

neutral, which Schwartz feels may account for the P Cygni absorption which 

is seen in most T Tauri stars. 

The Variability ofT Tauri Stars T Tauri stars have been found to be photo

metrically variable on all the time scales so far investigated. Rydgren and 

Vrba (1983) found that the T Tauri stars they investigated were variable over 

periods from ,.._, 2-4 days. A number of researchers have looked at photomet

rically variable T Tauri stars, which are variable on time scales comparable 

to the stars rotational period. Bertout (1989) sums up this work, and finds 

that the rotational periods of many such objects are in the range 1-9 days. 

Both regular and irregular light variations are seen, which take place on the 

time scales of days to weeks. U-band variability has also been seen on a scale 

of 15 minutes. Many T Tauri stars also show some large-scale flare activity. 

Another related class, the FU Orionis stars are characterized by strong bright

ening, ~ 5 magnitudes, over a period of perhaps months, and a decay in the 

order of months or even decades. The star V1057 Cygni was seen to undergo 

a 6 magnitude rise in a period of less than 100 days. A possible explanation 

for this flare-type activity is discussed later in this section. 

An explanation for the periodic variations in the luminosity of T Tauri stars 

has been put forward by for example, Bouvier and Bertout (1989) and Bertout 

(1989). They explain the light variations as due to the rotational modulation 

of the light curve by groups of dark spots on the stellar surface of the object. 

The presence of these spots cuts down the amount of light being emitted by 

the stellar surface. Bouvier and Bertout explain these spots as the physical 

manifestations of the magnetic dynamo activity in the YSO. These phenomena 

are, perhaps, not too unexpected, since our own Sun also shows such sunspot 

activity. Sufficiently large spots lead to the rotational modulation of the stellar 
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light curve, since spots may be as large as 10% of the stellar surface! These 

spots are usually cooler than the surrounding photosphere by 700-1000 Kelvin. 

Bertout (1989) also goes on to say that hot-spots have also been found, which 

may be related to the accretion phenomena. 

T Tauri stars have also been found to be polarimetrically variable. Serkowski 

(1969a) notes that in measuring the polarization of two stars, T Tauri and 

RY Tauri, a change in the polarization of 4% was found between his measure

ments and previous observations made by another observer 4 years earlier. 

Serkowski (1969b) also notes that the T Tauri star R Cr A changed its polar

ization by 9% in a period of only 5 weeks; (see chapter 3). Polarized source 

models have been used to explain the rapid change in polarizations that have 

been observed in T Tauri stars. For a discussion of this see chapter 2 on R Mon, 

and also later chapters. It is possible that the rapid photometric variability of 

T Tauri stars, and the explanation of this phenomena by Bertout (1989), may 

be strongly linked to the polarimetric variabilities which are seen. 

IR and UV Excesses, and Discs T Tauri stars have been found to exhibit a 

wide range of both infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) excesses. The infrared 

emissions have been found in observations between 2 and lOOJ.tm, (Cohen 

1982). It is thought that optical and UV radiation emitted by YSOs is ab

sorbed by circumstellar discs which are optically thick to their own thermal 

radiation. The dust grains then reradiate the heat as thermal emissions at IR 

wavelengths. Initial infrared excesses were reported by Mendoza (1966) for a 

number of objects. By far the greatest excesses in the observations of Mendoza 

were found forT Tau (6.2 magnitudes), and RMon (8.5 magnitudes). Such 

observations also help to confirm that YSOs are surrounded by circumstellar 

discs. YSOs which are still at an early stage of formation and still have an 

envelope of infalling material around them from the "inside-out" collapse of 

the molecular cloud core, will also radiate at IR wavelengths for the same rea

son, (reradiation of optical or UV light at IR wavelengths) and may only be 
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observed as an IRS. 

Data from the International mtraviolet Explorer (IUE), has shown that UV 

line fluxes are at levels of some 104 - 106 times that of the Sun. It is generally 

thought that these UV fluxes are generated in an accretion shock. The region 

in which the disc reaches down to the photosphere must be hydrodynamically 

complex. As material is slowed to subsonic velocities it is thought that half the 

accretion luminosity is dissipated, and gravitational potential energy is con

verted into the internal of the gas and/or heat. The slowing of the rotational 

velocity of the disc material and the subsequent release in energy is what is 

explained as the accretion shock. It is also thought that "disc instabilities" 

may cause variations in the mass accretion rate which may explain the rapid 

outbursts seen for instance in FU Orionis stars, with a rapid mass accretion 

increase to 10-4 M 0 yr-I, Bertout (1989). 

Models of bipolar and cometary outflows from YSOs require some degree of 

channeling or collimation, which it is believed can be accomplished by a molec

ular circumstellar disc, (see for example Snell et al. 1980, and Canto et al. 

1981 ). Many authors have also made measurements in CO which confirm the 

presence of such molecular discs with radii of the order of 2000 AU. 

Polarimetric data has provided indirect evidence for the existence of such cir

curnstellar discs, where a band of parallel polarization vectors is found across 

a source. In recent times the observed polarizations were explained by extinc

tion due to magnetically aligned grains, (see Gething et al. 1982 for example). 

Bastien and Menard (1987) however, illustrate that grain alignment cannot 

account for the observed levels of polarization which are seen in many such 

objects. A more detailed discussion on this topic can be found in chapter 2, 

and most importantly on the topic of polarized sources. See also Gledhill 

(1991) and Scarrott etal. (1991). 
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1.4.4 Herbig-Haro Objects 

Herbig-Haro objects (HH objects) are semistellar patches of nebulosity, which are 

located close to areas of star formation such as dark cloud complexes. These neb

ulosities are often seen in groups or knots, rather than simply as large patches of 

nebulosity. Herbig-Haro objects were first discovered in surveys in H a emission 

stars in dark cloud regions in the 1950's independently by Herbig and Haro, after 

whom these objects are named. Examples of the two possible types of object are 

HH7-11, which is a group of semistellar knots, and HH102 which exhibits a more 

nebulous form. 

Spectral Characteristics 

Herbig-Haro objects are characterised by their emission spectra. These are domi

nated by hydrogen Balmer line emissions and low excitation in [01); [Sn]; [NI] and 

[Fen). Moderate strength emissions are found in [On] and [Nn], with relatively weak 

emissions in [Om]. (See, for example, Strom et al. 1975, Schwartz 1983). Early spec

troscopic studies of HHl showed many low-excitation emission lines which are rarely 

seen in nebulae, including [Fen), Can and [NI]. 

Observations made using spectra taken in the [Sn] doublet implied electron den

sities which were four times that indicated from spectra taken in the [On] doublet, 

Schwartz (1983). This result was part of the evidence which was used in shock

wave interpretations of HH objects, (See later). Work by Schwartz also revealed the 

similarity between the spectra taken from T Tauri nebulae, and HH spectra. In

frared spectrophotometry of HH objects showed H2 emissions in a number of objects, 

which had been shown to be consistent with shock-wave heating of molecular gas at 

densities of 104cm-3 , and a shock-wave velocity of some 15kms-1 (see section 1.4.4). 

Even the brightest Herbig-Haro objects are found to be quite faint at ultraviolet 

wavelengths. Since HH objects tend to be located within dark cloud complexes, 

substantial extinction would be expected of the UV wavelengths, and hence the rea

son for faint UV emission spectra. Observations with the IUE found unexpected 
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emissions in Cu and CIV, for example. Such emissions are indicative of high temper

atures which are not evident in the optical spectra. Such spectra cannot be produced 

by scattering, and any theory which attempts to fully explain the HH phenomena 

would need to explain these emissions as well. 

Radio continuum observations of HH objects indicate that the energy output 

from HH objects is a fraction of what would be expected if the whole volume of the 

cloudlet were excited, as would be expected in a HII region. The levels of energy 

which are found can be explained if only the surface layers of the objects were 

excited, which thus favours shock-wave interpretations which are able to explain 

this. 

Proper Motions 

Many Herbig-haro objects have been found to exhibit large proper motions. Cud

worth and Herbig (1979) confirmed previous measurements on the objects HH28 

and HH29, which yielded tangential velocities of,..._, 150kms-1 in a direction towards 

the South Galactic Pole. These authors also demonstrated that if the motions of 

HH28 and HH29 are extended backwards then they pass very close to the position 

of an embedded infrared source which was located in 2.2JLm surveys, and is known 

as IRS5. It was thereby suggested that 11551 IRS5, which is in the Taurus region, is 

the exciting star for HH28, HH29, and for HH102 which is also located nearby. Snell 

et al. (1980) went on to confirm the relationship between IRS5 and the HH objects 

HH28, HH29 and HH102 in measurements made in 12CO emission, by showing that 

the HH objects were associated with the blueshifted CO outflow lobe which is seen 

to the south-west of the embedded IRS5. A redshifted CO lobe was also seen by 

Snell et al. to the north-east .of IRS5, and their measurements indicate that the two 

lobes extend for ,..._, 0.5 parsecs away from the embedded infrared source. Finding 

HH objects associated with a molecular outflow lobe from a YSO helps to show that 

HH objects are indicators of outflow phenomena. Snell et al. propose a model for 

this system, which can be applied to many such YSOs. In the model, the IRS is 
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embedded in a optically thick circumstellar disc, (which is viewed nearly edge on 

for this object). The double-lobed CO outflow structure arises from a dense shell 

of material which is swept up by a strong stellar wind from the IRS, with wind 

velocities of 200kms-1 which are channelled into two opposite streams. The velocity 

of the shell boundary is some 15kms-1 • 

A very similar situation to that of HH28 and HH29 was also found for HHl and 

HH2. The two Herbig-Haro objects were found to have tangential motions of up to 

350kms-1 away from a 17th magnitude T Tauri star, which was found to be located 

between the two HH objects. 

Measurements of the motions of the HH39 knots (see chapter 2), were published 

by Jones and Herbig in 1982. Their measurements were made from photographic 

plates taken between 1920 and 1931 of Hubble's variable nebula, NGC2261. One 

of the authors found marks on some of the negatives taken between 1920 and 1938, 

marking the position HH39, and it is postulated that these marks may have been 

made by Hubble himself. Presumably, the marks indicate the astronomers query 

that something interesting or odd is occurring in the data, since the patches of 

nebulosity appear to move with time. It is interesting to speculate that had more 

attention been paid to these phenomena at the time, then Herbig-Haro objects may 

have been discovered some years earlier. 

The observed motions of Herbig-Haro objects away from embedded infrared 

sources, T Tauri stars, (and cometary nebulae for example), all seem to confirm 

that these phenomena are associated with young stellar objects, but are not them

selves protostellar objects. As such, they are signposts to the star formation process. 

Polarimetry 

Polarization measurements and polarimetry has been an important tool in the un

derstanding of Herbig-Haro objects. Strom, Strom and Kinman (1974c) made po

larization measurements of the knots of HH24, which yielded values of up to 26%. 

Normals which were drawn to the polarization vectors of these knots cross at a point 
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which is nearly coincident with the position of a known infrared source (IRS). The 

results therefore indicate that the IRS is the main source of illumination for HH24. 

A further excellent example of this technique is presented by Rolph (1990) and 

Rolph et al. (1990), for the case of HH83/Re17. HH83 is a nebulous object located 

near the 11641 dark cloud in Orion. A jet is seen running perpendicular to the 

major axis of the nebula, and an IRS was found close by on the jet axis, coincident 

with an IRAS source. Both the jet and the IRS are signposts of the star formation 

processes, as well as the nebulosity. Polarization measurements result in a pattern 

of polarization vectors which is typical of a simple reflection nebula. By drawing 

normals to the polarization vectors to identify the centre of the polarization pattern, 

the illuminating source can be derived. Rolph's results indicate that the illuminating 

source position is coincident (within errors), with the IRS source IRAS05311-0631 

(see figure 1. 4) . 

Rolph also found that the jet was not polarized, which is an indicator that the 

jet is not illuminated by scattered light from the IRAS source, but is illuminated 

by emission. First impressions of a contour plot obtained from observations of 

HH83 might lead to the impression that the illuminator of the object is the star 

which is seen to be located at (0,0) in the polarization map (figure 1.4, which has 

been kindly provided by Chris Rolph). Polarimetry shows that the true illuminator 

is the IRAS source, and thus polarimetry is shown to be a powerful tool for the 

identification of illuminating sources. In figure 1.4 the centre of the centrosymmetric 

pattern of polarization vectors is shown, together with the IRS position. The initial 

classification of HH83 as a Herbig-Haro object came from the the classic HH emission 

lines that it was observed to have. The data of Rolph et al., were able to show that 

the emission in HH83 comes predominantly from the unpolarized jet which lies on 

the axis of the reflection nebula, whilst the extended nebulosity is interpreted by 

Rolph et al. as the inside of a hollow cavity, the visible lobe of a bipolar nebula. 

Other examples of HH objects which are associated with infrared sources, include 

HH6-10, which is coincident with a strongly variable IRS. The colours of the HH 
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Figure 1.4: An intensity contour and polarization map of the HH83/Re17 nebulosity, 
(courtesy of Rolph 1990). 
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object are strongly reminiscent of a heavily obscured T Tauri star. 

Most Herbig-Haro objects are observed in associations with the blueshifted lobe 

of a bipolar outflow. The reason for this is probably fairly simple. The redshifted 

lobe of a bipolar nebula is further away from us than the blueshifted lobe. It may 

also be the case that the redshifted lobe is pointing into a molecular cloud. As a 

result, the effects of this will mean that it is a lot more difficult to see HH objects 

associated with redshifted molecular lobes because of increased obscuration. 

Models of Herbig-Haro Objects 

All models of Herbig-Haro objects need to account for the emission lines which 

are found in spectroscopic studies of the objects. All the models account for the 

observed emission lines by considering shock-excitation of molecular gas. The models 

differ slightly though, in their approach. For example, Schwartz considers that the 

molecular gas of the HH object is what is excited, whilst Norman and Silk prefer to 

consider the shock-excitation of the ambient medium by the HH object. 

• Schwartz: The Shocked Cloudlet Interpretation In 1978, R.D.Schwartz 

proposed a model to explain the Herbig-Haro phenomena, which is also re

viewed and updated slightly by Schwartz in 1983 and 1985. The model was 

formulated originally following observations of HH1 and HH2, and considers a 

two component shock. 

Schwartz considers a supersonic stellar wind from a pre-main-sequence YSO, 

which encounters a dense cloudlet in the ambient medium. This cloudlet is 

what will be identified with the HH object. The wind creates a luminous bow

shock around the front side of the cloudlet, initiating a high degree of excitation 

(a high temperature region), in the surface of the cloudlet; see figure 1.5. 

At greater distances from the head of the shock, the bow wave is increasingly 

oblique to the surface of the cloudlet, and and a lower temperature shock is 

produced over a larger area than the high temperature shock. A secondary 
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Figure 1.5: A schematic diagram which illustr<Ltes the main features of the shocked 
cloudlet model. Adaptt~d from Schwartz ( 1918, 1985 ). 
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shock is propagated into the cloudlet by the ram-pressure of the post bow 

shock gas, on the front side of the cloudlet. 

The bow-shock as the stellar wind encounters the cloudlet is where the kinetic 

energy of the wind is converted into the thermal energy of the shock. The high 

temperature excitation at the head of the cloudlet can produce temperatures 

of "'3 x 105 Kelvin. Emissions from this region can produce the UV emis

sions which are seen in CIV, for example. The lower ionization region which 

dominates the optical spectrum, and which is from a larger area, is excited 

to temperatures of "' 105 Kelvin. The secondary shock, Schwartz believes, 

is capable of producing the 2J.tm radiation due to the transitions of H 2 that 

are seen in some HH objects. Schwartz reveals that high radial velocities can 

be achieved by acceleration of the cloudlet by the stellar wind, with a shock 

velocity of "'15kms-1 , and a wind velocity of "'100kms-1 for a cloud density 

of "'104cm-3 • 

• Norman and Silk: The Interstellar Bullet Norman and Silk (1979) pro

posed a model which is in some ways the inverse of the shocked cloudlet model 

of Schwartz. In this model, clumps of material which may have been left 

over from the early stages of star formation, or may have been formed in a 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability (see section 1.2.1), are accelerated away from the 

source YSO by the ram pressure of the stellar wind. The cloudlets then plough 

into the lower density ambient medium, which becomes collisionally excited. 

The excitation of the ambient medium is then observed as the HH object. Nor

man and Silk termed this the "interstellar bullet" interpretation. In a similar 

way, Konigl (1982) considers the acceleration of cloudlets and the subsequent 

excitation of the surrounding medium as an explanation for HH objects. In 

Konigls model though, the acceleration of the cloudlet is by a jet which has 

been created by the focussing of the in stellar wind some way. A similar fo

cussing mechanism to that proposed by Konig! is discussed in the model of 

Canto et al. below, whilst K6nigl's explanation for chains of HH knots, such as 
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HH7-11, is to be found in section 1.4.5. One of the criticisms of the interstellar 

bullet model, by Schwartz (1983) for example, is that it bases the acceleration 

of the cloudlet on winds from a pre-T Tauri object. Schwartz in his criticism 

is able to go on to cite at least five visible T Tauri Stars (including T Tau and 

HL Tau), which are identified as the exciting sources for various HH objects. 

Applying the same basic technique to a T Tauri, rather than a pre-T Tauri 

star, should validate the models attempt to explain some HH objects though. 

• Canto: The Interstellar Nozzle Canto etal. (1981) and Canto & Rodriguez 

(1980), discuss a method of focussing a stellar wind. This model begins with 

a YSO embedded in a molecular cloud, and close to the boundary of the 

cloud. A molecular disc surrounds the YSO and channels the stellar wind 

into two opposite directions. The authors draw a distinction between the 

molecular interstellar disc required for such a channeling, and a "normal" 

circumstellar disc. The "normal" circumstellar disc has a size in the regions 

of a few thousandths of a parsec; the interstellar molecular disc is on the scale 

of tenths of a parsec. 

There is a pressure gradient in the region of the YSO between the low density 

medium around the molecular cloud and the higher density cloud material. 

The result of this is that the molecular outflow from the YSO will expand in 

the direction of least pressure (down the density gradient), being collimated 

by the circumstellar disc which is itself a denser region. This produces an egg

shaped cavity along the axis of the disc (see figure 1.6), and not a spherical 

cavity as would be the case if the density of the material surrounding the YSO 

was completely the same in every direction. 

Stellar winds then interact and shock against the walls of the cavity, and are 

refracted towards the tip, or focus, of the cavity. At this point a second shock 

of the molecular gas in the stellar wind occurs, which upon cooling radiates 

with the characteristic emission-lines of a Herbig-Haro object. Schwartz (1983) 
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Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram illnst.ratiug the main points of the interstellar nozzle 
model for HH objects. Aditptl'd from Canto et al. (1980 & 1981). 
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comments that he finds it difficult to see how such a model can account for the 

degree of motion seen in some HH objects, and that on the face of it the point 

where the shock occurs, and therefore where the HH object is observed, should 

remain essentially fixed in space. Konig! (1982) considers a similar situation to 

that envisaged by this model as part of a unified interpretation for molecular 

bipolar outflows from YSOs. He considers that an instability will occur under 

certain situations at the focus in the Canto model, which will propagate the 

opening of a neck perpendicular to the elongation axis of the outflow, to form 

a nozzle which is able to maintain a supersonic collimated jet flow along the 

axis and away from the YSO. 

Canto et al. (1981) made similar observations to those of Snell et al. (1980), but 

in the vicinity of R Mon, where large CO outflows were located. A blueshifted 

CO lobe was found to the north of R Mon, and is associated with the fan of the 

cometary nebula NGC2261, whilst to the south of RMon a redshifted lobe was 

found. The large interstellar molecular CO disc that surrounds R Mon channels 

the stellar wind, and the north collimated stream glances off a molecular cloud 

north-west of NGC2261, producing a focussed shock which radiates as HH39, 

(see chapter 2 and figure 1.6). Other molecular outflows have been found in 
12CO emission around many T Tauri stars. 

1.4.5 Jets from Young Stellar Objects 

One of the manifestations of molecular outflows, seen in many young stellar objects, 

is the optical jet. Sources which have jet-like structures associated with them include 

examples such as HH83, PV Cephei, RMon, RCrA, HH57, and HL Tau. Mundt 

(1985) puts the typical jet length at 0.01-0.2 parsecs, with opening angle of between 

"'3 - 10°. The velocities associated with these outflows are typically a few hundred 

kms- 1 • The stars driving the jets are typically T Tauri type stars or infrared sources, 

whose luminosities are usually in the range of 0.1£0 -100£0 . With the exception of 

RMon (which has a luminosity of 1400£0 ), few sources have luminosities of greater 
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than 1000£0 . Mundt (1985) though, points out that little effort has been made 

to date to find optical jets around more luminous objects, and so R Mon is not 

necessarily the exception to the rule. The spectral characteristics of jets have many 

of the features commonly associated with Herbig-Haro objects, which suggests that 

both jets and HH objects may in fact be strongly related phenomena, HH83 being 

the prime example. This is in addition to the fact that jets and HH objects are 

commonly seen together. Many jets are also observed to have knots or hot-spots 

associated with them, which are often catalogued as HH objects, such as the case 

of HH7-11. 

The HH46/4 7 region is of the best examples of a highly collimated jet-like out

flow. In this case the HH objects lie on a straight line with an optical jet and an 

IRS, which is believed to be the exciting source. Another excellent example is the 

HH7-11 region in NGC1333. Here a number of HH-like condensations are found in 

a chain almost equally spaced, and a line running through an an IRS. 

Models of Jets 

As yet there is no universally agreed explanation for the jet phenomena, though 

many models have been put forward. In one interpretation, a thick circurnstellar 

disc collimates outflow from a YSO, which is seen as an optical jet. Canto et al. 

(1981) and Ward-Thompson etal. (1985), have both put forward such models to 

account for jets in the cases of different T Tauri stars. The interpretation of Konigl 

(1982) is discussed briefly in section 1.4.4. 

Konigl goes on to consider a situation whereby a supersonically collimated out

flow experiences a pressure change somewhere along its length. The result of this 

pressure change is to set up a series of oscillations which continue until the action of 

viscosity damps them out. The flow can then be seen as a stationary wave of corn

pression and rarefaction along the jet as a result of the disturbance. The converging 

compression waves then form shocks, which, when the energy is dissipated, are seen 

as emission knots which may be catalogued as HH objects. HH7-11 in NGC1333 is 
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one example. Konigl simply applies this explanation to one type of HH phenomena, 

that are seen in regular chains. A more general explanation by Konigl of Herbig

Haro objects, is due to the acceleration of clumps of material by the ram-pressure 

of a jet, in a similar fashion to that explained in the shocked cloudlet model of 

Schwartz (1978, 1983 & 1985), and in section 1.4.4 above. Canto & Raga (1991) 

have recently proposed the theory that part of the emission observed in high-velocity 

outflows from YSOs could be formed in the turbulent mixing of layers of the outflow. 

This turbulence could, they believe, contribute substantially to the emission from 

stellar-jets or Herbig-Haro objects. 

Magnetic collimation of ionized molecular material is another possible explana

tion for jet collimation. In the same way that more general outflows can be explained 

by magnetic action, in the magnetic relaxation model of Uchida and Shibata (1985 

& 1987) and the centrifugally driven wind model of Pudritz and Norman (1983 & 

1986), (section 1.4.2), so perhaps, a more collimated outflow can occur in the form 

of an optical jet. One way in which this could occur is if only the inner-part of 

the circumstellar disc was responsible for a jet. In this situation, as the mass of 

the protostar grows, the inner part of the disc becomes Keplerian. (It is thought 

that instabilities in this disc may cause the FU Orionis outburst phenomena, due 

to runaway accretion of the inner part of the disc which begins due to the frictional 

heating of the outer envelope of the protostar). Winds from this inner disc would 

be relatively more collimated than winds initiated from the larger disc and would 

be perceived as a jet. 

The focusing mechanisms which may be involved in collimating outflows from 

YSOs solve an important astrophysical problem. They alleviate the need for an 

unrealistically powerful stellar wind by focusing a large fraction of the stellar wind's 

momentum and kinetic energy. As an example Canto et al. (1980), calculate that 

their interstellar nozzle approach would deposit "'300 times more energy to the HH 

object HHl than would be expected from an isotropic distribution of the wind's 

energy. 
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An Optical Effect Interpretation In 1986, Canto, Sarmiento & Rodriguez pub

lished a paper which proposed a completely different interpretation of the op

tical jet phenomena. These authors put forward a model to show that many 

of the elongated structures which are interpreted as optical jets are in fact the 

projection of the emitting walls of the bipolar cavity, which is created by the 

stellar wind in the surrounding molecular cloud. The interstellar nozzle pro

posed by Canto et al., and discussed in section 1.4.4, explains how the kinetic 

energy of the stellar wind from a YSO is thermalized in oblique shocks with 

the cavity walls. Upon cooling, these shocks radiate and present a spectrum 

similar to that seen in HH objects. The glowing walls of these cavities, when 

projected on to the plane of the sky parallel to the observers line of sight may 

then appear as elongated structures: jets. The structures themselves can be 

seen either by reflection of light from the YSO or shock excitation emissions, 

as well as a combination of the two as is found in many Herbig-Haro objects. 

The situation is strengthened if one limb of the YSO bipolar cavity is illu

minated preferentially by the YSO. This could happen due to dust or clouds 

of material orbiting the YSO cast shadows on the outflow cavity, so that one 

limb is preferentially illuminated. (Shadow casting is discussed with respect to 

the cometary fan of NGC2261/RMon, by Lightfoot 1989). Canto et al. (1986) 

in this model, apply the hypothesis and attempt to model R Mon, R Cr A and 

PV Cephei, to name but three examples, with apparent success. The curved 

nature of many jet-like structures is seen as further evidence that this inter

pretation may be correct in some circumstances. The curved-jet would simply 

be the curve of the cavity wall. 

It seems likely that some combination of all these jet models takes place. In some 

places a collimated outflow jet is observed, whilst in other situations the illuminated 

cavity edge is seen instead. 
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1.5 Phase Four 

In the fourth phase of star formation, according to the definition of Shu et al. (1987), 

the stellar winds and molecular outflows widen the gap in the placental material 

which was initially formed in the polar regions. As time continues, the gap is 

widened over all 411' steradians by the stellar wind as material is cleared away. A 

low mass YSO is revealed, which has a remnant circumstellar disc surrounding it. 

The star will eventually go onto the main-sequence as hydrogen burning begins, 

but this phase, and any phase which may come after it, is outside the scope of this 

work. 

1.6 Summary: The Four Stages of Star Forma
tion 

Figure 1. 7 illustrates the following summary of the four stages of star formation: 

1. Slowly rotating cloud cores are formed out of a parent giant molecular cloud. 

2. The cloud cores collapse from "inside-out". This phase is characterised by 

a central protostar and disc deeply embedded within an infalling envelope of 

dust and gas. Material falling onto the protostar causes an accretion shock 

which provides the main luminosity for low-mass protostars. 

3. A molecular outflow begins, which together with a stellar wind, breaks out 

along the rotational axis of the protostar. The physical manifestations of 

this phase are the bipolar outflows and collimated "jets" which are observed 

emanating from many YSOs. 

4. The small gap created in phase 3 is eventually widened, and with time most of 

the remaining envelope of dust and gas around the YSO is blown away by the 

stellar wind, revealing a central T Tauri-like star, with remnant circumstellar 

disc. 
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Figure 1. 7: A diagmm summansmg the "fonr sta.ges of star formation." Adapted 
from Shu et al. (1987). 
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1.7 Cometary Nebulae 

Now that we have examined the star formation process and the characteristics of 

each phase in the evolution of a YSO, we can look at cometary nebulae, which are 

young stellar objects undergoing their outflow phase (Phase Three in section 1.4). 

We will discuss the optical appearance of the outflows and see whether they are 

cometary or bipolar, but we must also look at the morphology of the molecular 

outflow as seen for example in CO emission, to give a more accurate definition of 

the outflow type. This will be done by looking at the optical classifications of Dibai 

(1971 ), and the molecular classifications of Lada (1985). 

Cometary Nebulae, which are the main topic in this work, are so classified be

cause their optical appearance strongly resembles that associated with their roman

tic celestial counterpart: the periodic or non-periodic comet. However, Dibai (1971) 

classifies cometary nebulae according to a much wider set of parameters. The mor

phological characteristics of the nebulous objects that Dibai calls "cometary nebu

lae" are given in the next section. 

1. 7.1 Dibai's Classifications of Nebulosities 

The following classifications of Dibai are depicted in figure 1.8. 

1. A globule with an emission rim and a central condensation containing a vari

able star. 

2. (The classical cometary nebulae). Coned-shaped nebulae, which have a star 

at the apex of the optical fan. One example is NGC2261. Dibai also classifies 

nebulae which are "not associated with stars". It is not clear as to exactly what 

this means. Perhaps Dibai means that no exciting star is observed, as would be 

the case if a deeply embedded IRS were responsible for the illumination of the 

cometary nebula. As examples of cometary nebulae without associated stars, 

Dibai cites IC59, and NGC6729. This latter classification is certainly in error, 

for NGC6729 is clearly associated with the starR Cr A! Furthermore, evidence 
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1. 2 . 

. . 

3 . 4. 

Figure 1.8: The w~hubtr classifications of Dibai ( 1971 ). Shaded areas are nebulous 
regions; the black circle is the illumiuatiug source. 
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Examples Of The Nebula Classifications of Dibai 
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type4 
T Tau Parsamyan 17 Lk Ha-198 Lk Ha-208 

DG Tau Parsamyan 18 RRTau Lk Ha-233 
HLTau Parsamyan 21 Z CMa HD44179 

Lk Ha-120 RMon/NGC2261 SU Aur Cham-IRN? 
FU Ori RCrA Parsamyan 5 Hourglass in M8 
HK Ori Cham-IRN? 5106 

Table 1.1: Examples of objects associated with extended nebulae, using the classifi
cations of Dibai (1971) & adapted from Cohen (1974). The relevance of the question 
mark is explained in the text. 

such as that from polarimetry and spectroscopy proves beyond reasonable 

doubt that R Corona Australis is the main illuminating source for NGC6729, 

with T Cr A also making a contribution to the illumination of the nebula; see 

Chapter 3. 

3. A star connected with a bent, comma-shaped nebulosity. One example given 

by Dibai is the "bright filament in NGC1999". 

4. Biconical nebulae, in other words bipolars, which have an hourglass shape. A 

central star-like condensation is to be found situated between the two lobes of 

the bipolar, in the "waist" of the hourglass. 

Table 1.1 illustrates some examples of objects which fall into the classes defined 

by Dibai. Some of these examples are taken from Cohen (1974), whilst others are 

provided by the author. 

Photographic images of Parsamyan 17 ,18, 21 and 22 can be found in Cohen 

(1974}. 
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1. 7.2 Lada's Classifications for Molecular Outflows 

In 1985, Lada catalogued some 67 high-velocity molecular outflow sources. A source 

is termed high-velocity if the measurements (usually from CO surveys), indicate 

the gas velocities exceed 10kms-1 . Of these objects some 41 have been mapped in 

molecular outflow for which Lada classified the objects, were classification was in 

fact possible, according to three basic morphological types. 

1. BIPOLAR. Lada noted that most of the objects in the catalogue fell into this 

category, in fact over 70% in all. These 30 sources are so termed because 

of their tendency to consist of two spatially separate lobes of emission, one 

consisting of predominantly redshifted gas, whilst the other is predominantly 

blueshifted gas. These lobes also have the tendency to be located symmetri

cally about a central star or embedded infrared source. 

2. ISOTROPIC. 4 sources fell into this category. These sources are so named 

because they appear to have both redshifted and blueshifted gas originating 

in the same region of the sky. 

3. MONOPOLAR. 7 sources in the list are termed monopolar. This name is 

applied to any object where only either redshifted, or blueshifted molecular 

outflows are observed. Lada further comments that the sources which earn 

this name have the tendency to appear elongated in the sky. One of these 

sources was later mapped using greater angular resolution than the original 

observations. The results showed that this source was in fact not monopolar at 

all, but bipolar in molecular outflow. The outflow mechanisms, magnetically 

driven winds and so forth, tend to have a symmetrical shape. As a result, 

it should be expected that most outflows will be symmetrical, with outflows 

extending away from the northern and southern polar axes of the star. It is 

not clear then, why there should be any sources where only one direction of 

outflow is occurring. Perhaps one possible explanation is that for some reason 

the density of the molecular cloud from which the protostar is evolving is 
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greater on one side of the object than the other. The greater density of the 

ambient medium in one direction would then inhibit outflow away from the 

protostar from one of the polar axes. Alternatively, and perhaps more likely, 

is the fact that there are no real monopolar outflow sources, and that the 

term merely refers to an optical effect caused by the poor degree of angular 

resolution obtained in the initial observations. 

1.7.3 Cometary Nebulae: A Model 

Levreault {1984) has proposed a model to explain the cometary nebula PV Cephei, 

which owes much to the model of Canto et al. (1981) for the R Mon/NGC2261 

complex. In Levreault 's model, a circumstellar disc acts as a collimation mecha

nism, channeling the stellar wind from the YSO into two opposite directions. These 

streams then sweep up the molecular cloud material as the streams expand away 

from PV Cephei, which produces the observed high velocity gas that is seen in the 

vicinity of PV Cephei. Two roughly conical cavities are then formed, the closer 

(blueshifted lobe), of which has erupted through the front surface of the molecular 

cloud (see figure 1.9). 

The circumstellar material has a greater degree of extinction than the material in 

the lobes, and so starlight from PV Cephei escapes preferentially into these cavities. 

Light is then scattered in the cavities, and into the observers line of sight, to produce 

the observed nebula. (The fact that light is scattered in the lobes means that the 

light will become polarized, which will be important in later chapters). 

The orientation of the YSO and the nebula in the model above is such that one 

lobe is nearer to the observer. The redshifted lobe, which is tilted away from the 

observer, is also tilted into the molecular cloud from which the YSO originated. 

As a result, and since the blueshifted lobe has broken out of the molecular cloud, 

the blueshifed lobe is seen clearly, whilst cloud material will help to obscure the 

redshifted lobe. The degree to which an object will be tilted to the observers line 

if sight will naturally vary. Different molecular clouds will have different densities, 
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Figure 1.9: A schematic diagram d<~picting a. bipolar nebula. One lobe of the bipolar 
is seen preferentially, aml at optical wavelengths the object appears cometary in its 
morphology. 
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depending upon the elements which are to be found in the cloud. The greater the 

density of the molecular cloud, the greater the degree of extinction of starlight from 

the redshifted lobe will be. As a result, in some situations the tilt of the object, and 

the obscuration of one of the lobes by the molecular cloud, will mean that optically 

only one outflow lobe is observed. In some cases the degree of tilt may be such that 

the circumstellar disc also combines with the other factors to obscure the redshifted 

lobe. The net effect will be to yield an object, which in its purest form will reveal 

a nebulous fan extending away from a starlike condensation at the apex of the fan, 

with no obvious optical counterlobe. The nebula then takes on the optical form of 

the comet, with the fan of the nebula being compared to the tail of the comet, and 

the star-like exciting source being compared to the nucleus/head of the comet. 

In the case of PV Cephei, Levreault (1984) has shown that a bipolar molecular 

outflow is indeed seen around the YSO, whilst Canto has shown the same for the 

case of the NGC2261/RMon complex, which Cohen (1974) has called the prototype 

cometary nebula. This confirms the hypothesis that cometary nebulae are simply 

bipolar nebulae, where one lobe is seen preferentially at optical wavelengths. Two 

further examples of nebulous objects which are optically classified as cometary, but 

which have been found to have bipolar outflows from observations of CO emission, 

are RN015 and R Cr A, (Lada 1985). 

Defining Cometary Nebulae 

In this work, the reference to a nebula as cometary shall follow its optical appearance 

only. This is Type 2, in table 1.1. We shall make no further reference to the 

classifications of Dibai (1971), from this point onwards. As was discussed above, the 

orientation of a YSO undergoing a phase of energetic outflow is one of the important 

factors determining whether the appearance of the outflow optically can be defined 

as a cometary, or a bipolar. Consider an object which optically can be defined as 

a pure cometary, (no visible redshifted counterlobe). Then begin to tilt the object, 

so that the blueshifted lobe moves away from the observer, and the redshifted lobe 
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is moved towards the observer. The redshifted lobe gradually comes into view, and 

some point is reached whereby the angular extent of the original "blueshifted" lobe, 

is equal in extent to the original "redshifted" lobe. In other words, we have an 

optical bipolar nebula. The question is, for the purposes of classification, when does 

a cometary nebula become a bipolar nebula? 

In the pure definition of a cometary nebula, no counterlobe should be seen by 

the observer. If we look at the Chamaeleon Infrared Nebula (Cham-IRN), then a 

small counter-lobe can clearly be seen. (See chapter 4). According to any purist's 

definition, this would mean that the Cham-IRN would have to be defined as a 

bipolar nebula. However, the extent of the eastern optical fan is so great relative 

to the western counter-lobe nebulosity, that this object should still be defined as 

cometary in form; (thus the question mark in table 1.1). Hence, cometary nebulae 

can now be redefined as follows: a cometary nebula is so classified where the optical 

appearance of the nebulosity is such that the extent of the optical fan far exceeds the 

extent of the counter-lobe, and the general appearance of the comet still remains. 

1.8 Summary 

It is clear that there are many signposts that the star formation process is occur

ring, such as HH Objects, infrared sources and molecular outflow regions. Molecular 

outflows would be expected to be bipolar in form due to symmetry and when the cir

cumstances arise these outflows will appear cometary in form at optical wavelengths. 

As a result cometary nebulae are themselves a signpost that star formation is oc

curring and the study of such nebulae will hopefully yield a better understanding of 

the star formation process. 



Chapter 2 

THE POLARIZATION OF 
R MON /NGC2261 

2.1 Introduction 

Since Hubble's classic paper on the variability of the Cometary Nebula NGC2261 

and the associated variable star R Monocerotis in 1916, a plethora of studies upon 

the object, including photometric, spectroscopic and polarimetric observations, have 

been undertaken. The striking structural variations that the nebula is seen to un

dergo from time to time have been interpreted by many to be due to variations in the 

illumination of the nebula by the star RMon, as was hypothesised by Lampland (for 

example) as far back as 1926, quoting also the previous work of Slipher. This theory 

is strengthened by the fact, as Lampland points out, again referring to the work 

of Slipher, that the "nucleus and the outlying nebulosity have the same spectrum," 

which yields the interpretation that the "fan-shaped" nebula, as Herschel, (who 

discovered it in 1783), described it, shines by reflected light from R Mon. Polari

metric observations by Gething et al. (1982) and Warren-Smith, Draper & Scarrott 

(1987b), for example, confirm this hypothesis, due to the centrosymmetric pattern 

of polarization vectors found in the nebula, the normals to which indicate R Mon as 

the illuminating source. 

Menard et al. (1988) quoting other authors, reveal that R Mon is "'800pc away, 

43 
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Figure 2.1: A greyscale intensity image of Hubble's variable nebula. Data was taken 
in 1988 in the I waveband on the INT. 
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and has a luminosity of 1400£0 , whilst Beckwith et al. {1986) have also speculated 

that RMon may have a mass as great as 5M0 . RMon a= 6h36m248 ,6 = +8°46'0" 

(1950), is a pre-main-sequence star, the spectral type of which has been the subject 

of much debate. Canto et al. {1981) point out that there is, in fact, no consensus 

on the spectral type of the object. Joy (1945) classified R Mon with a group of 

T-Tauri stars as being in the range F 5-G5 with emission lines resembling those of a 

solar chromosphere. Mendoza (1966) says that no normal stellar spectrum was seen. 

Herbig {1960) provisionally classified R Mon within a group of B or early A stars. 

Herbig (1968) goes onto say that there is no convincing evidence in the spectrum 

of RMon of the presence of a G- or K- type star, and that when RMon rose to 

almost a lOth magnitude star in 1946, the spectrum was superficially like that of 

an A-type supergiant, but the extreme sharpness of the high balmer lines suggested 

to him a shell. The total luminosity is found to be 60 times that expected from 

the visual absolute magnitude, (an infrared excess). This has been attributed to 

the rethermalization of light from a heavily obscured G-K star by Low and Smith 

{1966). 

Lampland (1931) discusses the apparent progressive displacements of various 

parts of the nebula, after observing NGC2261 from 1916 until 1931. He describes 

how the same parts of the nebula are seen to be veiled, greatly dimmed, or completely 

obscured, and finally reappear later in the same position and with the same form and 

brightness as recorded on photographs taken in earlier years. Some of these apparent 

progressive displacements of boundaries of obscuration, he reveals, were measured 

with rates of motion as high as 0.25" per day, and the motions of these patterns 

were always away from R Mon, indicating again that the changes in the nebula were 

due to changes in the illumination arriving at the fan from R Mon. The motions of 

some of the structures seen would imply a velocity across the nebula of greater than 

the speed of light, as Lightfoot {1989) has pointed out, which is clearly impossible. 

Lightfoot, in his paper, has published some interesting work detailing possible ways 

in which shadowplay within the nebula results in the observed phenomena. Similarly, 
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Bellingham and Rossano (1980) conclude that the variations observed in NGC2261, 

and indeed in R Cr A and T Cr A, are due to variations in the diffuse envelopes or 

circumstellar shells surrounding the underlying stars. 

Lampland took some 237 photographic plates over an interval from 1916 to 1948, 

at The Lowell Observatory, of R Mon. Lampland and Ashbrook (1949), analysing 

these plates, measured a change in the amplitude of R Mon of some 2.5 magnitudes 

over this period. They talk of an erratic flickering, with a cycle length of the order 

of a few weeks accounting for a few tenths of a magnitude, whilst a larger fluctuation 

of about one magnitude occurs over a period of one year. Bellingham and Rosano, 

discussing the long period variations of such variable T Tauri-like stars, and using 

Lampland and Asbrook's data, deduce that there is a "hint" of a 1500 day variation 

in the brightness of R Mon. More obvious, they say, is a variation of about 8000 

days in length and 0.5 magnitudes in amplitude, which is superimposed upon a linear 

increase in brightness of about 0. 75 magnitudes over the period of the observations. 

Hubble (1916) reported that RMon has been see to vary in brightness between 9.5 

and 13th magnitude. 

Canto et al. (1981) made observations of R Mon and the NGC2261 complex, in 
12CO. They concluded that RMon was located at the centre of a disc-shaped molec

ular cloud, and that the stellar wind from R Mon has created a bipolar cavity within 

the cloud. The presence of blueshifted and redshifted components in the 12CO ob

servations further suggested to the authors that NGC2261 is the northern lobe of 

a bipolar nebula, where the southern lobe is obscured by the tilt of the molecular 

disc. The size of this molecular disc is calculated to be ,...,. 0.8pc in diameter, and 

-0.4pc in width, and has a mass of -30M0 . They calculate a mass loss rate from 

the RMon as -1.4 x 10-8 M 0 per year, using a wind velocity of 200 kms-1 . The 

molecular cloud/disc density is relatively low, with a calculated value of 2000cm-3
, 

which is consistent with the non-detection of NH3 , for example, in the molecular 

cloud. The relatively low density of the cloud means that R Mon suffers little ex

tinction at infrared wavelengths. Sato et al. (1985) show an interesting diagram of 
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the R Mon/NGC2261 system, which helps to show how the tilt of the nebula with 

respect to the observer, combined with the obscuration of the southern redshifted 

lobe by the molecular disc/cloud, creates the cometary nebula. A discussion on the 

appearance of such nebulae is given in section 1. 7 .3. 

Many pre-main-sequence objects have Herbig-Haro objects (HH objects) associ

ated with them, (see section 1.4.4), and RMon is no exception. HH39 is located 

some 7.5 arc minutes north of R Mon, (......, 1.4 parsecs from R Mon), and is a series of 

HH-like knots. Brugel, Mundt and Biihrke {1984) have proposed that a collimated 

jet of material flows directly up the axis of the nebula and shocks into clumps of 

material at the position of HH39 at high velocities, thus producing the HH objects. 

The conclusions of Brugel et al. are based upon the detection of emission lines in the 

nebula. A similar explanation for HH39 to that of Brugel et al. (1984), was reached 

by by Canto et al. (1981 ), but in the model of Canto et al. it is a focused wind rather 

than a jet which is the responsible for the excitation of the gas which manifests itself 

as HH39 (see section 1.4.4). Jones and Herbig (1982) measured the velocity of the 

knots and found them to be clustered about a mean of 290kms-1 , (though one had 

a velocity of only 60kms-1 ). These authors also confirmed that the knots of HH39 

had a motion away from RMon and NGC2261. 

Walsh and Malin (1985) have shown that some of the knots within the HH39 

association vary in brightness, and that a faint loop of material connects the HH39 

region to the eastern arm of NGC2261. The detection of the loop has been suggested 

by Walsh & Malin to signify a cavity with the HH objects at its tip, where shocked 

wind flows along the walls of the outflow cavity (which is consistent with the Canto 

et al. model). Walsh & Malin have also detected a faint jet-like nebulosity to the 

south of R Mon. It was suggested by Warren-Smith, Draper and Scarrott (1987b) 

that this feature is the western rim of the optically obscured southern (redshifted) 

counterlobe of R Mon. This counterlobe would then correspond to the redshifted CO 

outflow already detected by Canto etal. (1981). Warren-Smith etal. (1987b) found 

this feature to be polarized to levels of 30%-40% which is consistent with the con-
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elusion that the feature is mainly seen by reflected light from R Mon. The position 

of the jet-like feature did not change in the time period between the observations of 

Warren-Smith et al. (1987b) and earlier observations made by Gething et al. (1982). 

Since the rim of the redshifted lobe would not be expected to move with time either, 

these results are therefore additional evidence that the model proposed by Canto 

etal. (1981) for RMon and adapted for explaining PV Cephei by Levreault (1984) 

is correct, (see section 1.7.3). 

Muliticolour imaging polarimetry of this cometary reflection nebula will be de

scribed, and an interpretation of the data will be presented. It will be shown how 

the new data presented here, and in many ways more importantly the way in which 

the data itself is analysed, is of critical importance in explaining the polarization 

results. The conclusions that will be presented herein, will hopefully yield a better 

understanding of this object, and may aid the understanding of similar objects. 

2.2 Observations 

2.2.1 The Aquisition of Data 

Observations were made of RMonocerotis and the nebula NGC2261, over a pe

riod of 3 nights from January 27th to January 29th 1989, by observers including 

the author. This was done at the f/18 Cassegrain focus of the 1 metre telescope 

of The Mount Stromlo and Siding Springs Observatory, at Siding Springs in New 

South Wales, Australia. The Durham Imaging Polarimeter was used, Warren-Smith 

(1979), Scarrott et al. (1983), Draper (1988) and Rolph (1990), with a GEC coated 

CCD as a detector, to take a total of 40 CCD images in 5 wavebands, B, V, R, I and 

Z, with a total exposure time over these 40 images of 9120 seconds. The FWHM 

seeing experienced during the time obtaining these 'images was "' 2-3", whilst the 

combined FWHM seeing was slightly better than 3", (some 2.8-3"). Other images 

also taken during the same observing run but on later nights in these wavebands 

were rejected from these analyses due to the poorer seeing conditions prevalent at 
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the time these observations were made. Observations were also made over 3 nights, 

from 23rd February 1990 to February 25th 1990, at the f/15 Cassegrain focus of 

the 1 metre Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope on the island of La Palma in The Canary 

Islands. 28 CCD images, in B, V, I, Ha and continuum, were taken with a total ex

posure time of 7840 seconds. The FWHM seeing, was 2.3" or better for the duration 

of the observing run. The combined seeing was 2.8" or better, for all the datasets 

except the continuum. The continuum data experienced a small focus error and as 

a result, the continuum has been neglected from the main analyses of R Mon and 

NGC2261. (See section 2.3.2). 

In addition to these datasets, an investigation was carried out to reanalyse all the 

data previously reduced by Draper (1988), which includes data taken over a period 

of 7 years from 1979 to 1986. Draper's datasets were resampled and realigned to to 

a common reference image which had been used previously in the reduction of all 

the 1989 and 1990 data by the author. This was to enable all the data on R Mon 

which had been gathered by the Durham Polarimetry group, to be compared more 

easily with each other. The data used at this point in the investigation came from 

a variety of sources. Included are datasets from 1979 taken at the f/13.5 Cassegrain 

focus of the 1 metre George and Florence Wise Observatory Telescope in Israel, with 

an electronographic camera as a detector, and again using The Durham Polarimeter. 

This dataset provided an initial interpretation of R Mon for Gething et al. (1982). 

Data were also taken on the 3.9 metre Anglo-Australian Telescope in 1981, again 

with an electronographic camera, and at The Wise Telescope with a CCD as a 

detector, over a period from February 1985 to March 1986. For a fuller description 

of these datasets, see Draper (1988). The next dataset to be looked at was taken 

in March 1988 in the I waveband at the f/15 Cassegrain focus of the 2.3 metre 

Isaac Newton Telescope (INT), on La Palma. This dataset was originally reduced 

by Draper but never published, and has been considerably reanalysed by the author 

for the analyses detailed. These INT data comprise 20 CCD images, taken with a 

combined exposure time of 2920 seconds. A FWHM seeing of less than 0.9" was 
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experienced for the data taken with the INT. The data produced a combined seeing 

of better than 1.7", when all the CCD images taken during observing were merged 

together. 

Finally and more recently, some observations were made at the f/11 Cassegrain 

focus of the 4.2 metre William Herschel Telescope (WHT). For investigations centred 

on the region close to R Mon, just 4 CCD images were used in reductions by the 

author, taken in the V waveband on the night of the 19th January 1991. Each CCD 

image had an exposure time of 30 seconds. The combined FWHM seeing was some 

1. 7". The image scale of the reference image used in the alignment of all the data 

was 0.482" per pixel. 

For a set of measurements to be made, a set of at least 4 CCD images must 

be taken at different half-waveplate positions. A description of this procedure is 

given by Warren-Smith (1979). The exposures taken usually include short exposures 

to record details from R Mon, (and also without the possibility of any saturated 

pixels), and longer exposures to ensure that detail from the nebula is recorded. 

The R waveband obtained in 1989 though experienced some slight saturation at the 

R Mon intensity maximum, and no other unsaturated exposures were made. As a 

consequence of this no measurements were made at R Mon itself in this dataset, but 

measurements were possible elsewhere in the nebula. The programs of Warren-Smith 

allow synthesised apertures to be placed upon polarimetric data. This aperture 

polarimetry will be used throughout, when measurements at specific points are to 

be made. 

2.2.2 The Importance of Seeing 

The whole discussion of the microstructure of R Mon is greatly affected by the 

seeing. When the data presented here are compared to the data originally presented 

by Draper and Gething et al. as well as the data taken on R Mon going back as far 

as 1964 by other authors, it must be remembered that different seeing conditions 

would have been in evidence at the time each of the observations were made. Any 
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comparison between the results obtained with different datasets must always bear 

this in mind. Any author will naturally always attempt to present the data which 

has been taken in good seeing, and indeed this author has rejected any data which 

was taken in very bad seeing. Since, of course, most of the previous authors have 

used aperture sizes of greater than 10", this limits the effect that seeing will have 

upon a measurement, since the aperture size is much larger than the seeing disc. 

Of course, the very use of this large aperture size makes any differentiation between 

different features in the microstructure centred upon R Mon impossible. It will 

also be shown later how the use of such a large aperture yields incorrect values for 

measurements made upon RMon, due to the inclusion of different features within 

the aperture. However, observations made within the cometary fan of NGC2261, 

where measurements do not change radically over a distance of a few arcseconds, 

are not as susceptible to the problems of poor seeing as measurements taken around 

RMon. 

In analyses which explore the microstructure of R Mon, the image scale of the 

telescope used in obtaining the data will naturally also affect the data. All the data 

acquired by the Durham Polarimetry Group since 1989 on this object has, as was 

discussed earlier, been aligned to a common reference image. The job of aligning all 

this data, taken on different telescopes with different image scales and different seeing 

conditions, has at times, been non-trivial. Most of the data taken was obtained on 

1 metre telescopes, the JKT, the MSSSO 1 metre, the Wise Observatory. Three 

datasets though, were obtained on larger telescopes, namely the INT, the AAT and 

the WHT. Investigations involving the microstructure of R Mon should preferably 

be made using the larger image scales found on the larger telescopes. However, good 

seeing is also a requirement. If data is collected on a small telescope in good seeing, 

then it is likely that this will be better than the collection of data with a larger 

telescope in bad seeing. In other words, both image scale and seeing are important 

in such analyses. 

The worst combined seeing that was experienced, in any of the datasets used in 
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obtaining the measurements to be detailed, was less than 3". Measurements made 

upon the data never used an aperture size of less than 3" in size as a result of this. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Polarization Maps 

Linear polarization maps made from the data taken in the 1988, 1989 and 1990 

observing runs are presented in figure 2.2 and figures A.1 to A.7. 

Polarization calculations for these maps were made with a bin size of 9 pixels 

square (4.3" square) moved in steps of 7 pixels. The main body of NGC2261 shows 

what seems to be a classic and regular centrosymmetric pattern of polarization 

vectors, with a centre of the pattern located at R Mon. This pattern is typical of 

many reflection nebulae which are illuminated by a point-like source, which in this 

case is R Monocerotis. As has been noted by other authors, there are deviations from 

the centrosynunetric pattern as we approach the intensity maximum of R Mon, and 

this has long been attributed to the presence of circumstellar disc surrounding the 

illuminator star. Here a band of vectors is seen across the illuminating starR Mon. 

The orientation of this disc surrounding R Mon is defined by the position angle 

of the polarization vectors measured (in such interpretations) when an aperture 

measurement is made at R Mon. It is also interesting to note that on either side of 

the polarization disc null points are found, where the polarization effectively falls 

to zero. These null points are more clearly seen in some of the data presented here. 

A good example is the map presented here taken in the V waveband at the end of 

January 1989 (see figure 2.3). 

The bin sizes used in this close up of R Mon were 7 pixels (3.4") square, and the 

bins were moved on by the same amount for each subsequent polarization measure

ment. At points "'17" west and "'10" east of the intensity maximum of R Mon, the 

polarization is seen to fall off to zero, and these are the null points. 
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Figure 2.2: An intensity contour and polarization map of R Mon/NGC2261 from 
the 1988 I waveband dataset. 
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Figure 2.3: An intensity contour and polarization map of R Mon/NGC2261 from 
the 1989 V dataset. Note the null points in the polarization. 
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2.3.2 Synthesised Aperture Polarimetry 

Polarization measurements were made upon all the datasets available to the author. 

A line of apertures of 3" diameter and separated by one pixel, (0.5"), was placed 

upon a north-south line running through the intensity maximum of R Mon, reaching 

15" to the north, and the same distance south of R Mon. Figure 2.4 shows profiles 

of intensity and polarization along this line in the B, V, I and Z wavebands taken 

in 1989. 

These profiles reveal a number of interesting phenomena: the polarization is 

found to increase to some maximum value at approximately 4-5" north of the R Mon 

intensity maximum, and the position of the minimum polarization is not coincident 

with the intensity maximum. These features will be discussed individually. 

The Polarization of R Mon 

The vast majority of the polarimetric measurements which have been made on 

RMon itself, have been done with apertures of 10" or greater, as was illustrated 

in the work of Draper (1988), for example. Aspin, McLean and Coyne (1985) made 

measurements of the polarization of R Mon in wavelengths from B to R in apertures 

ranging in size from 5" to 30" in intervals of 5". Their conclusion was that regardless 

of the aperture size used, the resulting value of the polarization derived was "essen

tially the same"; " ... aperture size is found to be unimportant in measurements" of 

the observed polarization, they say, and "all the published values are representative 

of the true polarization at that epoch." Their results do however show a small change 

in the value of the polarizations measured as the aperture size changes, though it 

is difficult to draw a satisfactory conclusion from this since few errors have been 

quoted on their measurements. 

Draper showed that as the aperture size upon R Mon is increased from a few arc

seconds upwards, there is a gradual increase in the polarization until the aperture is 

10". At this point the polarization becomes generally more constant with increas

ing aperture size. The change in the polarization though is less than 1.5% in the 
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Figure 2.4: Polarization profile running north-south through R Mon. (Note: adja
cent points do not represent independent polarization measurements due to smooth
ing effect of close aperture positions). 
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range of 3" to 10", and so Draper draws a similar conclusion to that of Aspin et al. 

(1985), that the polarization of R Mon is aperture independent. The waveband that 

Draper makes these measurements and conclusions upon is the V waveband, and 

the relevance of using this waveband for the measurements will become apparent 

later. 

In an attempt to verify the conclusions drawn by Draper, and Aspin et al., circu

lar apertures of different sizes ranging from 3" up to 20" (where possible) were first 

placed upon the data taken in late January 1989, and later upon the 1990 datasets. 

If a plot is made of Polarization against aperture size in arcseconds for the 1989 V 

dataset, then we obtain a similar result to that obtained by Draper for data taken 

in the V waveband in 1986 (see figure 2.5). 

We find that the polarization increases from some 10.0 ± 0.2% with a 3" aperture 

up to some 11.3 ± 0.2% with a 10" aperture, a change of only 1.3%. The polarization 

is roughly constant as we continue to increase the aperture size, as was concluded 

by the authors mentioned above. If, however, we now repeat the measurements at 

longer wavelengths, a different conclusion must be drawn. 

Examining the 1989 I dataset (figure 2.5), we again see that the polarization 

increases with aperture size up to some point at which the polarization measured 

becomes more aperture independent. The difference now, however, is that the po

larization changes from some 10.4 ± 0.2% with a 3" aperture, up to 12.5 ± 0.2% with 

a 10" aperture, a change of 2.1 %. Analysis of the dependence upon aperture in the 

1989 Z dataset (figure 2.5), reveals a change in polarization from 11.7 ± 0.4% with a 

3" aperture, up to 16.6 ± 0.5% with a 10" aperture, a change now of as much as 5%. 

This reveals an important point. At shorter wavelengths, the size of the aperture 

used is not critical. The change in polarization is small, and Aspin et al. conclude 

that what change is occurring within their data is unimportant, (some 0.6% polar

ization change in the V waveband with increasing aperture size, with data taken in 

November 1983). However, as we move to longer wavelengths the aperture size is 

of critical importance, and the polarization changes by some 5% in the Z waveband 
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Figure 2.5: The variation of measured polarization for R Mon with aperture size. 
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over the range 3" to 10" alone. If a very large aperture size is used on R Mon itself, 

then clearly a large part of the nebula will be included in the measurement, and 

since the nebula itself is highly polarized, spurious results will occur. This is a point 

that was discussed by Ward-Thompson (1984) when considering the variable star 

R Cr A and its surrounding nebula, when he showed that apertures of up to 4 7" had 

been used when attempting to measure the polarization of R Cr A itself by at least 

one author. Clearly, if an accurate measurement of the polarization of R Mon is to 

be made, then an aperture of this extreme size must not be used. 

As has been illustrated above, there is a more significant change in the polar

ization of R Mon with aperture size than had previously been concluded by other 

authors. This is shown by analysing data from a broader spread of wavelengths than 

was done, or was a available to the authors above. It is no longer valid to assume 

that it is safe to use a 10" aperture in measurements on RMon, unless the reason 

for doing so is to compare the results obtained with those presented by others using 

that size of aperture. If we are to look at the polarization of R Mon itself, then a 

small aperture must be used. The results illustrated here show that results with, 

say, a 5" aperture, cannot be compared with those from a 1511 aperture, especially at 

longer wavelengths. The truth must therefore also be apparent that in all the many 

works published on NGC2261 over the past 80 years, the polarization of R Mon has 

rarely been accurately measured because the aperture size used has always been too 

large. 

Another question must also be asked: why does the aperture size used in mea

surements become more critical at longer wavelengths? The change in the aperture 

dependence is an interesting effect, and was therefore investigated to find its cause. 

Polarization measurements were made upon R Mon with a 3" circular aperture, 

and are summarised in table 2.1. The results obtained using a 10" aperture are 

to be found in table 2.2. The resulting measurements using the 3" sized aperture 

seem to show a basically constant or slow increase in the value of the polarization 

with wavelength (see figure 2.6). The B waveband has a measured polarization of 
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10.6 ± 0.3% which rises to only 11.7 ± 0.4% in the Z. (The 1990 datasets concur, 

with an increase in polarization from B to I of only 0.6%, from 10.0 ± 0.3% to 

10.6 ± 0.3%). In other words, the polarization of RMon itself is effectively uniform 

across the full wavelength range, and the polarization is wavelength independent. 

The mean polarization for the 1989 datasets from B to Z is 10.7%, with a standard 

error on this mean of 0.4%. (For the 1990 datasets, the mean polarization of RMon 

is 10.2% with a standard error of 0.2%). 

If 10" apertures are placed upon the data, centred at the intensity maximum, 

then a larger change in the polarization of R Mon results than that seen using a 3" 

aperture. Figure 2.6 shows the difference in the measured polarization of R Mon 

when using both 3" and 10" apertures. 

For the 1989 datasets, the polarization increases from 10.5 ± 0.3% in B, up to 

16.6 ± 0.5% in Z, using a 10" aperture. (For the 1990 datasets, the polarization 

changes from 10.9 ± 0.3% in B to 13.5 ± 0.2% in I, using a 10" aperture). The 

greatest deviation between the polarizations measured with a 3" and a 10" aperture 

is found at the longer wavelengths, as is clearly demonstrated in figure 2.6. 

Ha Measurements of R Mon 

RMon was found to have a polarization of 10.3 ± 0.3% at 88.5 ± 0.7°in Ha (with 

a 3" aperture), from the data obtained in 1990. This compares with the values 

obtained by Garrison and Anderson (1978) for example, who measured polarizations 

of 13.1 ± 0.6% at a position angle of 106 ± 1 o, though it is not known what aperture 

size this authors used for their measurements. The data obtained in the continuum 

and the Ha initially presented the author with the ability to check to see if the Ha 

was depolarized with respect to the continuum as suggested by Aspin et al. (1985). 

However, analysis of the data revealed that the continuum dataset had a small focus 

error. It was therefore decided that it was inadvisable to compare the continuum 

with the Ha polarization for measurements made with a 3" aperture. Measurements 

were therefore made on the Ha and the continuum data using apertures of 10", 
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Figure 2.6: The polarization at R Mon using a 3" aperture (dotted line) and a 10" 
aperture (black circles) for the 1989 & 1990 datasets. 
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R Mon Intensity Maximum 3" aperture 
Observing Run Waveband P(%) 8P(%) 8(0) 88(0) 

3rd January 1979 v 9.4 0.4 76.0 1.2 
5th January 1979 R 10.6 0.4 63.9 1.1 

January 1981 v 16.6 0.4 98.7 0.7 
18th February 1985 I 9.7 0.2 114.9 0.7 
13th December 1985 I 8.7 0.2 111.6 0.7 
16th December 1985 R 9.9 0.2 96.9 0.5 
14th December 1985 z 14.3 0.3 103.7 0.5 

5th January 1986 v 9.2 0.2 89.7 0.6 
12th March 1986 I 14.1 0.3 107.4 0.5 
17th March 1988 I 11.6 0.3 93.7 0.6 

29th January 1989 B 10.6 0.3 88.4 0.8 
28/29th January 1989 v 10.0 0.2 89.1 0.6 
27 /28th January 1989 I 10.4 0.2 87.6 0.5 

29th January 1989 z 11.7 0.4 79.5 1.0 
25th February 1990 B 10.0 0.3 93.0 0.8 
25th February 1990 v 9.7 0.2 97.4 0.7 
23rd February 1990 Ha 10.3 0.3 88.5 0.8 
27th February 1990 I 10.6 0.3 105.7 0.7 
19th January 1991 v 12.4 0.3 80.6 0.6 

Table 2.1: Aperture polarimetry with apertures centroided at the RMon intensity 
maximum, and using a simulated 3" circular aperture. 
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R Mon Intensity Maximum 10" aperture 
0 bserving Run Waveband P(%) 6P(%) 8(0) MJ(O) 
January 1979 v 13.4 0.5 72.0 1.5 
January 1979 R 14.9 0.5 67.0 1.5 
January 1981 v 15.7 0.5 93.0 1.1 
February 1985 I 10.6 0.3 109.6 1.0 
December 1985 I 11.6 0.3 104.5 1.0 
December 1985 R 10.6 0.3 96.5 1.0 
December 1985 z 12.4 0.4 106.5 1.5 
January 1986 v 10.5 0.3 94.0 1.5 
March 1986 I 12.7 0.3 105.7 1.0 
March 1988 I 13.1 0.3 96.5 0.6 

January 1989 B 10.5 0.3 90.6 0.8 
January 1989 v 11.3 0.2 93.1 0.5 
January 1989 I 12.5 0.2 92.0 0.4 
January 1989 z 16.6 0.5 92.8 0.8 
January 1990 B 10.9 0.3 91.0 0.7 
January 1990 v 12.3 0.3 94.0 0.6 
January 1990 Ha 11.8 0.3 93.9 0.7 
January 1990 I 13.5 0.2 99.3 0.5 
January 1991 v 12.3 0.3 82.8 0.6 

Table 2.2: Aperture polarimetry with 10" circular apertures centroided on the R Mon 
intensity maximum. 
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which are much larger than the size of the out-of-focus image. This allowed a ready 

comparison with the measurements of Draper (1988) for example, who also used 

a 10" aperture. The Ha was found to have a polarization of 11.8 ± 0.3% at a 

position angle of 93.9 ± 0.7°, whilst the continuum was found to have a polarization 

of 11.9 ± 0.3% at a position angle of 92.5 ± 0.7°(with a 10" aperture). It is clear 

then that the measured polarizations in the continuum and the Ha are essentially 

the same within errors. These results will be discussed later in section 2.4.1. 

The Polarization Knot 

If a greyscale intensity image is generated from polarization calculations, see fig

ure 2.7, then it is apparent that there is a region of high polarization to the north 

of the RMon intensity maximum. (In figure 2.7 white represents high polariza

tion regions and black low polarization). Figure 2. 7 was taken from polarization 

measurements made in the 1988 I waveband dataset. 

This highly polarized region coincides with the polarization peak evident in fig

ure 2.4 and hereafter it will be termed the polarization knot. The knot covers an 

area of "' 5-1 0" by 5". 

Polarization measurements were made of the polarization knot, using an aperture 

of 3". This was chosen as a good size, since a vastly larger sized aperture would 

include polarization effects from both R Mon and the nebula of NGC2261. A smaller 

aperture could also be possibly more prone to being affected by the seeing at the 

time of the observations. These measurements are summarised in table 2.3. 

The polarization of the knot was found to be greatly wavelength dependent as is 

clearly illustrated in figure 2.8, rising very rapidly from 15.9 ± 0.4% in the B from 

the 1989 observations, up to over 35% in the Z waveband; (35.3 ± 1.5%). 

The results are confirmed in the 1990 observations, as the polarization increases 

from 16.2 ± 0.3% in B up to almost 26% in the I waveband, (25.9 ± 0.2% measured). 

Minchin et al. ( 1991) have also shown that the level of polarization found at the knot 

is in excess of 50% in the infrared. 
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Figure 2.7: A greyscale polarization image (I waveband in March 1988). Note the 
highly polarized region (white) north of R Mon (cross). 
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Figure 2.8: The variation of polarization with wavelength for the polarization knot, 
from measurements using a 3" aperture on the 1989 and 1990 datasets. 
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R Mon Polarization Knot 3" aperture 
Observing Run Waveband P(%) 8P(%) 8(0) 88( 0

) 

January 1979 v 22.3 0.6 75.1 0.8 
January 1979 R 24.2 0.7 75.7 0.8 
January 1981 v 25.8 0.6 90.8 0.7 
February 1985 I 14.8 0.3 96.4 0.7 
December 1985 I 20.7 0.4 93.8 0.5 
December 1985 R 18.8 0.2 89.6 0.3 
December 1985 z 23.1 0.8 92.0 1.0 
January 1986 v 17.8 0.2 84.5 0.3 
March 1986 I 19.2 0.3 91.8 0.5 
March 1988 I 29.8 0.2 89.9 0.2 

January 1989 B 15.9 0.4 88.6 0.7 
January 1989 v 18.9 0.3 89.4 0.4 
January 1989 R 22.6 0.2 87.5 0.3 
January 1989 I 27.4 0.2 86.9 0.2 
January 1989 z 35.3 1.5 88.4 1.2 
February 1990 B 16.2 0.3 89.4 0.6 
February 1990 v 20.0 0.2 89.9 0.3 
February 1990 Ha 21.5 0.5 95.0 0.6 
February 1990 I 25.9 0.2 91.3 0.3 
January 1991 v 21.2 0.4 85.6 0.4 

Table 2.3: Aperture polarimetry measurements at the polarization knot, using a 
simulated 3" circular aperture. 

Measurements made determining the position angle at the knot show that the 

position angle is constant and wavelength independent for both the 1989 and the 

1990 datasets, (see figure 2.9). At shorter wavelengths the measured angles from 

the two observing runs are very similar, 88.6 ± 0.7° forB in 1989 and 89.4 ± 0.6° for 

B from the 1990 run. Within errors therefore, these values are the same. In the I 

waveband, the values found are 86.9 ± 0.2° for 1989 and 91.3 ± 0.3° for 1990. The 

mean value of the position angle for the 1989 datasets was found to be 88.2°, with a 

standard error on the mean of 0.4°. The mean position angle for the 1990 datasets 

was found to be 91.4°, with a standard error on the mean of 1.3°. 
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Figure 2.9: The variation of polarization position angle with wavelength using a 3" 
aperture at different points for the 1989 (dotted-line) & 1990 data. 
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The location of the polarization knot is at such a distance away from the intensity 

maximum that measurements made with the 3" aperture should be unaffected by 

the polarization of R Mon with respect to the seeing, and vice-versa for the 1989 

an 1990 observations. The mean position for the polarization knot in the 1989 and 

1990 datasets was found to be "'4.8 ± 1.0", and "'4.7 ± 1.0" north of the RMon 

intensity maximum respectively. The location of this polarization knot was found 

to be constantly at the same position, within errors, in all the data looked at. 

2.3.3 The Polarization Minimum 

The plots of polarization against distance from the intensity maximum of R Mon 

shown for the 1989 datasets in figure 2.4 reveal two things. Firstly the polarization 

peaks some 5" or so north of R Mon, and this has been discussed earlier in this 

chapter. Secondly, the polarization does not drop to a minimum at the intensity 

maximum as expected. Instead the minimum is reached at some point, usually 

between 1" and 3" south of the intensity maximum of R Mon, in all the datasets 

that have been available to the author. It is also found that the position of this 

polarization minimum is not so clearly defined in the all datasets available, as is the 

position of the polarization knot. 

Using data from the 1989 and 1990 datasets at the point of minimum polarization 

the angular dependence is pretty fiat, changing, for example, from 88.6 ± 1.0% in B 

to 86.4 ± 0.7% in I in the 1990 datasets (see figure 2.9). (Like the measurements at 

the RMon intensity maximum, the polarization measurements at the polarization 

minimum are generally wavelength independent. The polarization changes from 

8.7 ± 0.3% in B in 1990, up to 9.7 ± 0.2% in I. In 1989 the values are also fairly 

constant, with a value in the B of 9.8 ± 0.3% changing to only 9. 7 ± 0.6% in the Z 

waveband (See table 2.4)). 

The mean location of the polarization minimum in the 1989 and 1990 datasets 

was found to be"' 1.4±1.9" and rv2.8±1.9" south of the RMon intensity maximum, 

respectively. 
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R Mon Polarization Minimum 3" aperture 
Observing Run Waveband P(%) t5P(%) fJ(O) t5fJ(O) 
January 1989 B 9.8 0.3 86.7 0.9 
January 1989 v 9.0 0.2 86.8 0.7 
January 1989 I 9.5 0.2 85.4 0.5 
January 1989 z 9.7 0.6 86.3 1.9 
February 1990 B 8.7 0.3 88.6 1.0 
February 1990 v 7.9 0.2 89.7 0.7 
February 1990 Ha 9.0 0.4 91.1 1.1 
February 1990 I 9.7 0.2 86.4 0.7 

Table 2.4: Aperture polarimetry measurements at the "polarization Minimum" using 
a simulated 3" circular aperture on the 1989 & 1990 datasets. 

2.3.4 Polarization Measurements in NGC2261 

Polarization measurements were made at a number of places, chosen fairly randomly, 

within the nebula NGC2261. Apertures of 10" in size were placed at positions 37" 

north, 50" north, and 50" north & 12" east of the intensity maximum of RMon. 

These will be referred to hereafter, as position 1, position 2 and position 3. The 

reason for making measurements at more than one position in the nebula, was to be 

sure that any pattern or relationship that resulted from the measurements, occurred 

everywhere within the nebula. If it was found that different results were obtained at 

each point, then further investigations in order to explain these phenomena would 

need to be carried out. Measurements were also made using a 3" aperture at these 

three positions, and no significant difference was found between the measurements 

made with the 10" aperture, as might, perhaps be expected, since in the nebula 

we are dealing with large scale structure, which does not change drastically as the 

aperture size is changed. In some ways, a 10" aperture is a distinct advantage. 

With a smaller aperture size, if a bad pixel or a cosmic ray were to fall within 

the aperture, a more erroneous measurement could be made than a measurement 

where a larger aperture size, which has the effect of smoothing the data somewhat. 
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Naturally, in those measurements made upon the small scale microstructure around 

R Mon, any irregularities which resulted in these measurements were thoroughly 

investigated, and no bad pixels or cosmic rays are involved in any of the polarization 

measurements made upon RMon and the polarization knot. 

In figure 2.10 it can be seen that the polarization measurements made in the 

nebula all show some wavelength dependence. 

The polarization increases with increasing wavelength, and the rise in polariza

tion with wavelength is greatest at the furthest position from the intensity maximum 

of R Mon, where the polarization in most strongly wavelength dependent. At this 

position, (position 3, 50" north & 12" east), the polarization rises from 20.3 ± 0.8% 

in B, for the 1989 dataset to 33.6 ± 1.5% in 1: a change in the polarization of over 

13%. Measurements were not made upon the Z dataset from this observing run, 

due to the poor amount of signal in the nebula at this distance from R Mon. (For 

the 1990 datasets (not illustrated), the polarization rises from 20.1 ± 0.7% in B, to 

32.2 ± 0.9% in I. These values almost exactly match the values calculated for the 

1989 datasets). For an aperture placed only 37" from the intensity maximum of 

RMon (position 1), the polarization rises from 15.5 ± 0.3% in B, to 21.6 ± 0.5% in 

I for the 1989 datasets. The rise is therefore now only some 6%. (This situation is 

echoed in the 1990 datasets, with a rise in the polarization from 14.6 ± 0.4% in B, 

to 21.0 ± 0.4% in 1). 

The position angle, when measured at these 3 positions within the nebula (fig

ure 2.10), remains generally constant and wavelength independent. There is again 

little difference in using a 3" aperture in preference to a 10" aperture, and the 

measurements quoted here were made using the latter aperture size. For the 1989 

datasets, the mean position angle is 104.3°, with a standard error on the mean of 

0.4° at position 3. (For the 1990 datasets (not shown), the mean position angle is 

105.8 ± 1.3°). At position 1, the mean values of the position angles are 89.4 ± 0.8° 

for 1989 (and 87.5 ± 0.3° for the 1990 datasets). 
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Figure 2.10: Variation of polarization with wavelength at three arbitrary points in 
NGC2261; measurements were made with a 10" aperture. 
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2.3.5 Time Variation of Polarization in NGC2261/RMon 

Draper (1988) presented an analysis of how the polarization and position angle of 

R Mon changed with time, using his own data and data gleaned from the many 

scientific papers that have been published on the polarization of R Mon. This work 

has been extended, using an aperture size of 10" as was used by those authors 

quoted by Draper, to include the 1989 and 1990 datasets reduced by the author. 

Data included here includes the work of Hall (1965); Zellner {1970); Vrba et al. 

(1979); Garrison and Anderson (1978); Jones and Dyck (1978); Aspin et al. (1985) 

and Draper {1988), and is presented in figure 2.11. 

Far more interesting, however, is the opportunity to reanalyse all the polarization 

data collected by the Durham Polarimetry Group, in the light of the revelations 

concerning the aperture dependence of polarization of R Mon and the effect of the 

polarization knot, using a small aperture. How the degree of polarization and the 

position angle of the knot change with time will be eagerly studied. 

Polarization measurements made upon all the data collated by the Durham Po

larimetry Group in the V-waveband with a 3" circular aperture are presented in 

figure 2.12. 

This illustrates that the polarization of RMon rises from 9.4 ± 0.4% in January 

1979, up to a maximum value of 16.6 ± 0.4% in January 1981. Measurements taken 

on data from January 1986 until February 1990 show a more uniform level in the 

polarization, with a mean value of 9.6 ± 0.2%, before an increase to 12.4 ± 0.3% 

in January 1991. This seems to imply that the value in 1979 was the more normal 

value for the polarization at R Mon, and that something interesting happened around 

1981. Measurements by Draper show a similar value for the polarization at this time, 

and a measurement by Aspin et al. (1985), also show that in November 1983 the 

polarization was at some higher value than the average calculated by the author for 

the years excluding 1981; (14.5% with a 10" aperture, and 13.9% with a 5" aperture). 

This would seem to confirm, that from data provided by a totally independent 

source, the polarization of R Mon peaked at the value quoted above somewhere 
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Figure 2.11: The variation in the measured polarization and position angle at RMon 
with time using a 10" aperture; data from various sources (see text). 
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Figure 2.12: The variation of measured polarization and position angle with time 
at R Mon and the polarization knot in the V waveband. 
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between 1979 and 1986, for the Durham data. 

If we now look at the value of the polarization found at the polarization knot 

in the V-waveband (see figure 2.12), we see a remarkably similar pattern to that 

obtained at the intensity maximum of R Mon. The polarization rises from 22.3 ± 
0.6% in 1979, to a maximum value of 25.8 ± 0.6% in 1981. By 1986 the value has 

dropped down to 17.8 ± 0.2%, and the value remains at an average polarization of 

18.9 ± 0.6%. The relationship between the two plots of polarization over this time 

period is striking. There is a very similar shape to the pattern of the change in 

the position angle with time at the knot and at R Mon. A maximum value for the 

position angle, is found again for 1981 at both positions, measuring 90.8 ± 0. 7° at 

the knot, and 98.7 ± 0.7° at RMon. 

Figure 2.12 seems to suggest that there is a correlation between the polarization 

measured at R Mon and at the polarization knot. Further polarization measure

ments were made in steps of 5", along a line from the RMon intensity maximum out 

to a position "'50" north of R Mon, in an attempt to see if this correlation between 

the polarization at RMon and the polarization in NGC2261 was maintained. The 

variation of polarization with time at each of these positions is illustrated in fig

ures 2.13 and 2.14, whilst the variation in the measured polarization position angle 

is represented in figures 2.15 and 2.16; the results obtained from these diagrams are 

discussed in the next section. 

2.4 Discussion and Interpretation 

2.4.1 R Mon and The Polarization Knot 

It has been shown how the knot is highly polarized, especially so at the longer 

wavelengths (see figure 2.8). It should also be clear that when a 10" or larger aperture 

is used in an attempt to measure the polarization of R Mon, the polarization knot 

is being included within the aperture, and the knot is contributing to the measured 

result. The measured polarization of R Mon becomes more inaccurate as longer 
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Figure 2.13: The change in polarization with time at a distance of 5-20" North of 
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wavelengths are reached. Thus, the only way to accurately measure the polarization 

of R Mon is to use an aperture size which is small enough to exclude the effects of the 

polarization knot. Recently, Minchin et al. (1991) have measured the polarization 

at the knot in J, H and K, and reveal that the measured polarization rises up to a 

value in excess of 50%, confirming results obtained by the author on the wavelength 

dependence of the knot. Minchin et al. put the position of the peak polarization at 

about 3" north of the R Mon in J and H, and some 511 north inK. The other important 

thing to be remarked upon, is that these authors then make measurements of the 

polarization of R Mon using an 8" aperture. The result of this, is that they again 

include polarization effects from the knot which is very highly polarized at these 

wavelengths. Thus, their assumption that the measured polarization reflects the 

true polarization due to R Mon is incorrect. 

The Polarization of R Mon 

Discs around such stars as R Mon are accepted, but the origin of the observed po

larizations are not completely understood. Magnetically aligned grains have been 

proposed as the main polarizing mechanism by some authors, whilst a polarized 

source model and multiple scattering have been proposed by others. If the polar

izations seen around young stellar objects arise from the alignment of dust grains 

in a magnetic field within a circumstellar disc, then assuming Davis-Greenstein 

alignment the inferred magnetic field is orientated parallel to the elongation of the 

disc. The observed circumstellar polarization could then be accounted for by the 

Davis-Greenstein mechanism, i.e. anisotropic extinction by elongated particles in a 

magnetic field, (discussed by Elsasser and Staude, 1978, for example. An excellent 

example of polarization attributed to this mechanism, but with respect to the mag

netic fields in a number of galaxies is to be found in Scarrott, Rolph and Semple 

1990). Such a mechanism (i.e. dichroic or selective extinction), which modifies the 

polarization state of light passing through the disc can then produce the observed 

pattern. As we move into the nebula, polarization due to scattering predominates. 
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The two competing mechanisms, (dichroic extinction and scattering), will cancel at 

some points where a change occurs between the predominating mechanisms, pro

ducing the observed null points which are found on either side of R Mon. However, 

this model fails to explain the rapid change in the observed position angle of R Mon 

that was found by Draper (1988) for example. The reason for this is that polariza

tion by extinction assumes that the magnetic field is frozen-in to the plane of the 

circumstellar disc, and a change in the polarization position angle of the plane of 

the disc can then be interpreted as a change in the position angle of the disc itself. 

It is difficult to explain how such a circumstellar disc can reorientate itself in a time 

scale of years, months or even weeks. Bastien and Menard (1988) also point out 

that dichroic extinction by aligned grains, cannot clearly explain the magnitude of 

the linear polarization that is found in such cases, without a very efficient alignment 

mechanism. 

Simple Rayleigh scattering by small grains would yield a wavelength indepen

dent result for the measured polarization, and this was found in these measurements. 

Indeed it led Jones and Dyck (1978) to suggest that small particle sizes were in ev

idence in the vicinity of R Mon. However, and somewhat in contradiction of this 

explanation, Menard, Bastien and Robert (1988) suggested that a wavelength inde

pendent relationship can be explained by scattering from relatively large particles 

with sizes comparable to the wavelength. It seems likely that a broad distribu

tion of particles is to be found in the vicinity of R Mon and not merely particles of 

one particular size. If a power law size distribution is assumed then the effective 

grain size changes in proportion to the wavelength, giving wavelength independent 

polarization (see Warren-Smith 1979). Scarrott, Draper and Warren-Smith (1989) 

concluded that the observed polarization close to the star cannot arise from single 

scattering (of unpolarized light) from a central source. One of their reasons behind 

this, is that the pattern of polarization vectors lacks the required centrosymmetry 

that theory predicts, in the region close to R Mon itself. Such centrosymmetry is, 

however, what is observed within the extended nebula NGC2261. 
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Bastien and Menard (1988) have also attempted to account for the polarizations 

observed in the past, by considering multiple scattering alone, within an optically 

thick disc with optically thin polar lobes. In the Bastien and Menard model, radi

ation can only effectively escape from the source along the disc's polar axis. The 

radiation from the poles is then scattered by the optically thin lobes and illumi

nates the periphery of the disc where it is scattered again. This double, or multiple 

scattering model, will yield the band of polarization at R Mon which has been at

tributed to the presence of a disc. This interpretation helps to explain the simple 

aspects of most of the polarization maps so far obtained without resorting to using 

aligned grains and magnetic fields. Bastien and Menard go on to conclude that such 

an explanation for the polarizing mechanism in operation, does not disprove the 

presence of magnetic fields around young stars, but they say, it shows that they are 

not efficient at aligning grains around stars such as R Mon. Menard, Bastien and 

Robert (1988) detected circular polarization from the region around RMon which 

helps confirm the idea that multiple scattering is indeed involved to some extent in 

the polarization process within the vicinity of RMon. However, doubts are raised 

as to the validity of the Bastien and Menard model, because Menard et al. (1988) 

failed to detect the pattern of circular polarization around R Mon that the Bastien 

and Menard model predicted. The model also appears to fail to explain the null 

points that are found in polarization maps of R Mon. This problem is not discussed 

by these authors, and yet it is an important phenomenon. A further problem with 

the model is that the change in the observed polarization position angle must be 

interpreted as a change in the disc orientation, which as we have already mentioned, 

is difficult to explain. 

Gledhill (1991) has developed a model using a polarized source to interpret the 

polarization maps that are obtained from bipolar and cometary nebulae. He has 

been able to generate maps which yield the polarization pattern that we see in the 

extended nebula NGC2261. More importantly, the Gledhill model is able to explain 

such features as polarization null points, and the band of parallel polarization vectors 
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across the source star, (in this case RMon). Such a model is developed without the 

need to consider polarization by aligned grains. Gledhill's model is also elegant 

enough, that it approximates to the polarized source model proposed by Elsasser 

and Staude {1978). The Elsasser and Staude model considers that light is funnelled 

into the lobes of an unresolvably small bipolar nebula, by an anisotropic distribution 

of dust very close to the source star. Gledhill is able to show that null points are 

found at the transition point between the region dominated by the polarized source, 

(the region of the parallel vectors), and the region where we find a centrosymmetric 

pattern of polarization vectors, (the nebula). The centrosymmetric pattern in the 

nebula can be explained as due to the scattering of light by dust grains in the nebula. 

Scarrott, Rolph & Tadhunter {1991) have also considered a polarized source model 

for the particular case of the PV Cephei/GM29 system and seem to be able to 

explain the polarizations that are seen in this cometary nebula. 

How R Mon could be a polarized source must be examined. One explanation is 

that a mini-bipolar nebula is in evidence, too small to be resolved. This is a model 

first considered by Elsasser and Staude in 1978. The star itself is obscured by a 

dense disc, and so the illumination of the nebula comes from light from the lobes of 

this unresolved mini-bipolar. Gledhill suggests that this obscuration of the source 

star could be accomplished by a small scale circumstellar disc -100 AU across. The 

important point here is not so much the size of the disc, but the fact that the disc 

is unresolvable. Models of YSOs which have a small-scale circumstellar disc around 

the YSO, and are located within a larger (interstellar) disc have been suggested by 

Canto et al. (1981) for RMon and Ward-Thompson et al. (1985) for R Cr A. Another 

possibility is that light from a "hot-spot:' located close to the star illuminates the 

nebula. This hot-spot could be formed by a local concentration of matter. This 

matter could be in the form of small unresolvable clouds close to R Mon which as 

they orbit the source change the scattering geometry of light which appears to come 

from R Mon, causing changes in the observed polarization. 

A polarized source interpretation also provides another important solution to the 
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problem of explaining R Mon. If R Mon is indeed behaving as a polarized source, 

then the observed polarization of R Mon, which was thought to be due to the cir

cumstellar disc, can change on relatively short time-scales because the asymmetric 

illumination is restricted to small distances from the original source. How the disc 

could change its orientation so rapidly has been one of the main problems in de

signing a model which can explain the observed polarizations around R Mon. The 

polarized source model model removes any need to consider that the polarizations 

seen close to the star are due to a large circumstellar disc, (though light already 

polarized close to object can naturally still be scattered off the disc). Thus we do 

not need to consider that the disc is changing its orientation at all. 

The polarized source model is then the best for explaining many of the observed 

phenomena. The models of Gledhill (1991) and Scarrott etal. (1991) though use 

simplified cases, and do not take into account complex optical depth effects. Close 

to R Mon we expect to find an increased optical depth, the result of which will be to 

complicate the polarizing process, due to possible depolarization caused by multiple 

scattering, for example. What does seem certain though is that there are a number 

of factors influencing the final polarization that is measured around R Mon. Models 

which take into account such processes, need to be considered, but as yet have not 

been formulated. However, the models of Gledhill and Scarrott et al., still provide 

the best explanation for what is occurring. 

Ha Results from R Mon 

The Ha measurements were found to be depolarized with respect to the continuum 

by only 0.1%, which within errors shows that the Ha and continuum had the same 

polarization using a 10" aperture, (see section 2.3.2). Such a result is fairly consistent 

with that obtained by Draper {1988) who also used a 10" aperture in measurements 

of RMon, and showed that the Ha was depolarized with respect to the R waveband 

by only 0. 7%, see table 2.5. (New measurements on Draper's data but using a 

smaller aperture confirm Draper's original result). Draper draws attention to the 
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fact that his measurements are based upon observations in Ha and the R waveband 

which were taken two months apart so this may affect his final result, though the 

1990 observations do not suffer from this problem. 

In comparison however, Garrison and Anderson (1978) found the depolarization 

of the Ha with respect to the R waveband of"' 3.5%. It is not clear though what size 

of aperture Garrison and Anderson used in these measurements. Aspin, McClean 

and Coyne (1985) also found a depolarization of"' 3.5% with a rotation of -12° in 

the position angle of the Ha with respect to the continuum from spectropolarime

try. (The spectropolarimetry of Aspin, McClean and Coyne employed an aperture 

smaller to that of Draper, of 2.5" by 4" for their measurements). 

Clearly then, the level of depolarization of the Ha with respect to the continuum 

obtained by in this work is not consistent with that obtained by Aspin et al. (1985) 

or Garrison and Anderson (1978). Aspin et al. point out that the Ha, would have the 

same polarization position angle as the continuum if the hydrogen recombination 

region is close into R Mon and mixed with the polarization producing dust-grain 

region, which is what the data presented in this work seems to imply, in contrast to 

the result of Aspin et al. (1985). 

If the data presented in this work and the results of Draper (1988) are still 

valid, then we may be detecting some change in the level of depolarization of the 

Ha relative to the continuum. This could possibly indicate that the position of the 

hydrogen recombination front is moving, which may perhaps be explained if R Mon 

is experiencing a variable accretion rate as many T Tauri stars are believed to, (sec

tion 1.4.3). However this statement is highly speculative and non-conclusive given 

the problems with the 1990 observations and the gap in observations in Draper's 

work. The only way to confirm the results of Aspin et al. (1985) or to show a 

variability in the residual Ha line polarization is for new observations in good and 

consistent seeing conditions to be made over a period of years. 
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R Mon Ha and Continuum Measurements 
Reference Waveband P(%) 8P(%) 9(0) 89( 0

) Aperture (") 
Garrison and R 16.45 0.3 103.0 1.0 

Anderson (1978) Ha 13.12 0.6 106.0 1.0 
Aspin etal. R 12.7 0.5 103.0 10 

(1985) Ha 9.6 0.5 110 2.5 by 4 
Continuum 13 0.5 102 2.5 by 4 
Continuum 13 0.5 98 2.5 by 4 

Draper (1988) R 10.6 0.3 96.5 1.0 10 
Ha 9.9 0.3 91.7 1.0 10 

This work Continuum 11.9 0.3 92.5 0.7 10 
1990 observations Ha 11.8 0.3 93.9 0.7 10 

Table 2.5: Ha measurements of R Mon with respect to the continuum or R wave
band. 

The Polarization Knot 

The rapid rise and wavelength dependence of polarization found at the polarization 

knot is typical of that found in the reflection nebulae around many YSOs, and is 

consistent with the single scattering of light by predominantly small particles at the 

knot. Since the location of this knot is some 4-5" north of the intensity maximum 

of R Mon, the polarization mechanism in operation here may be less likely to be 

affected by the disc and optical depth effects associated with such a phenomenon, 

since the disc does not extend out this far. 

The exact nature of this polarization knot is not as yet defined. It generally 

accepted by many previous authors that the cometary fan of NGC2261 is the north

ern lobe of a bipolar nebula, whilst the southern lobe remains essentially hidden. 

The presence of the knot, however, must still be accounted for, and maybe what 

we are seeing is the northern lobe of a second smaller bipolar nebula within the 

larger cometary fan. Aspin et al. have also found that there are small regions to the 

north and south of the intensity maximum, of higher polarizations than at R Mon 

itself, and have termed these the "mini-lobes". It is a pity then, that they did not 
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draw a different conclusion from their aperture dependence tests. Brugel, Mundt 

and Biihrke (1984) have also discovered emission-line nebulosities situated north and 

south of RMon. The northern outflow, which they define as extending from 4-14" 

north from R Mon, is shown to have a mean heliocentric velocity of -67 ± 10kms-1 

in the [Sn] line, indicating that it is moving towards us; the southern counterpart is 

found to be moving away from us with a velocity of +168 ± 10kms-1 • This helps to 

confirm the hypothesis that what we are seeing is a second, smaller bipolar nebula. 

(This secondary bipolar must not be confused with the unresolved "mini-bipolar" 

which we have considered as a possible explanation for R Mon acting as a polarized 

source). Since extended nebulae such as NGC2261 are formed from the outflow 

phase of a pre-main-sequence star, the outflow will take place over some period of 

time. It will take time for matter to leave the star and become resolvable. Matter 

close to the star, just beginning its journey into space, will therefore be unresolv

able. If there is more than one stage of outflow, then we might expect to see bipolar 

lobes with different sizes and different distances from the source star. This could 

therefore explain the polarized source, the knot and the cometary fan. In other 

words, unresolvably close to the star material forms what we consider to be the 

polarized source (perhaps in the form of a tiny mini-bipolar), whilst further out a 

larger mini-bipolar forms, whose northern lobe we observe as the polarization knot. 

Further out again, the earliest phase of outflow is seen as the cometary fan. This 

would thereby represent three discrete phases of bipolar outflow. 

2.4.2 The Polarization Minimum 

At the point of minimum polarization, and in agreement with findings of Zellner 

(1970), it is found that the polarization of RMon is not seen to vanish, but to be 

near a value of 10%, almost independent of wavelength. Zellner though, centred his 

aperture on the intensity maximum of R Mon, which yields a slightly higher value 

for the polarization than an aperture placed directly upon the polarization minimum 

itself. However, since the value of the polarization does not change greatly as we 
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approach the minimum of the curve of polarization against distance from R Mon 

(figure 2.4), the basic conclusion given by Zellner is still valid. 

The location of the polarization minimum is in the optically thick circumstellar 

disc close to R Mon. As such, the explanation for the polarization at R Mon may 

also be applied to those observed at the polarization minimum. The fact that the 

intensity maximum is not found at the polarization minimum could possibly be 

explained by the fact that the source of illumination of NGC2261, i.e. RMon, is not 

located at the observed intensity maximum. Cohen and Schwartz (1983) discovered 

that an infrared source (IRS), was located 3.6 ± 0.2" east and 2.2 ± 0.6" south of 

the apex of the optical fan; this IRS is believed to be the true illuminator. Circular 

apertures of 3" in diameter were then placed on the datasets with the best seeing 

conditions and best image scale, (the March 1988 I dataset, and the January 1991 

V dataset), at the approximate position of the IRS associated with R Mon. The 

measured polarizations were found to be 7.2 ± 0.2% at 101.9 ± 0.8° in the 1988 I 

dataset; and 8. 7 ± 0.5% at 73.7 ± 1.5° in the 1991 V dataset. This compares with 

the values found at the minimum of the polarization against distance from R Mon 

curve, the "polarization minimum", of 10.0 ± 0.3% at position angle 102.9 ± 1.0° 

in the 1988 I dataset; and 9.1 ± 0.3% at 78.1 ± 1.0° in the 1991 V dataset. Thus, 

the polarization at the IRS position is somewhat lower than that at the polarization 

minimum. The IRS is merely "' 3-4" east of the point that has previously been 

termed the polarization minimum. It therefore seems likely that the illuminating 

optical source which is identified with the IRS of Cohen & Schwartz, is located 

"'4" south east of the intensity maximum. The likely explanation for the fact that 

polarization at the IRS is lower than that at the "polarization minimum", is that 

we are seeing more of the source directly, and so are measuring less scattered light 

than would be in evidence elsewhere. Further investigations though are suggested to 

accurately confirm that a minimum polarization is indeed found for the IRS itself. 
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2.4.3 NGC2261 

It is interesting to note that measurements made out in the nebula of NGC2261 fol

low the same intrinsic pattern as measurements made upon the polarization knot; 

i.e. wavelength dependent polarization which increases as we approach longer wave

lengths, and a constant value for the position angle. Such a wavelength dependence 

of polarization is consistent with a population of scatterers whose effective size is less 

than the wavelength of the incident radiation (see Warren-Smith 1979). Thus as we 

go to longer wavelengths the effective cross-section of the particles appears smaller 

and a higher polarization results. The optical depth within the nebula is greater 

than might be expected at R Mon itself, where there has been much discussion on 

the presence of an optically thick disc. Thus, single scattering is a more likely result 

than the multiple scattering that might be expected if the density of material were 

greater. This centrosyrnmetric pattern breaks down as we approach RMon. Null 

points are found close to, and either side of R Mon suggesting perhaps that more 

than one polarizing mechanism is in evidence within the nebula, and perhaps es

pecially close to R Mon itself, and that these mechanisms are competing with one 

another and cancel each other out at certain points. 

Figure 2.12 and figures 2.13 to 2.16 seem to suggest that close to R Mon there 

is a strong correlation between the polarization in NGC2261 and the polarization 

at RMon. As we move further away from RMon (30-40") a more uniform level of 

polarization seems to be found, and no strong correlation is observed. 

This may perhaps be explained by the fact that the parts of the nebula close to 

R Mon are unable to "see" the source directly due to obscuration, and a polarized 

source contributes to the observed polarizations. As a result, the nebula close to 

R Mon reflects changes in the illumination and polarization of the obscured region 

in the proximity of the illuminator. Further away from RMon (up the nebula axis) 

however, the nebula is able to "see" more of the source directly, and the contribution 

from the polarized source component diminishes. As a result, the polarizations in 

the nebula tend towards simple scattering. 
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The existence of the extended nebulae NGC2261 can be explained by consid

ering the outflow the R Mon has undergone over time. The material ejected from 

the pre-main-sequence object has eventually covered a large area. However, when 

considering the polarization knot, reference was made to the the possibility that 

R Mon is itself a mini-bipolar. What this may show is that R Mon is continuing to 

undergoing spasmodic or episodic outflow phases. 

2.5 Conclusions 

New observations of the peculiar variable cometary nebular RMon/NGC2261 have 

been presented, both with observations and reductions made by the author, and 

comparing these datasets to datasets previously reduced at different times by dif

ferent astronomers with the Durham Polarimetry Group. It has been shown that 

in previous works, the large sized apertures that have been used to make measure

ments upon RMon are including the effects of a polarization knot, located some 

4-5" north of the intensity maximum of R Mon. The knot is strongly wavelength 

dependent, which has never been discussed by previous authors, and measurements 

made which include effects from this knot become more inaccurate with increasing 

wavelength, as the effect of the knot grows. Most observations done with apertures 

centred upon the intensity maximum of R Mon have included this important feature. 

It can no longer be accepted, therefore, that the polarization of R Mon is aperture 

independent. 

The polarization of R Mon has been shown to change rapidly with time, whilst 

the polarization in the nebula does not appear to. The polarization at the knot and 

within the nebula is strongly wavelength dependent, which is consistent with simple 

scattering from particles whose effective size is less than the wavelength. It seems 

likely that the polarization at and around R Mon is due to competing polarizing 

mechanisms, perhaps from a polarized source and from scattering. A polarized 

source model not only removes the need to consider extinction in a circumstellar 

disc by aligned grains as a the main polarizing mechanism, it also helps to explain 
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the rapid change in the observed polarization of R Mon with time, and thereby 

also explain the rapid change in the apparent position angle of the disc. It further 

seems likely that R Mon is itself a mini-bipolar, and that the polarization knot is 

the actually the northern lobe of a small-bipolar. RMon has thereby undergone at 

least three phases of outflow perhaps due to the sort of variable accretion rate that 

many YSOs are believed to undergo, and which may still be continuing. Attempts 

to validate the explanations provided in this work to explain the polarization knot 

and the polarization minimum, are best investigated by observers who are able to. 

obtain data on R Mon in excellent seeing conditions, and preferably with the better 

image scales that would be available on larger telescopes. It seems likely, however, 

that the polarization minimum is due to the presence of the infrared source that is 

the true illuminator of the R Mon optical intensity maximum, which is located in a 

south-easterly direction from R Mon. 



Chapter 3 

THE POLARIZATION OF 
RCrA 

3.1 Introduction 

The Corona Australis dark cloud complex is located at a relatively nearby distance 

of some 129 parsecs (Marraco and Rydgren 1981 ), and covers an area of more than 

one square degree of the sky. The Cr A cloud also contains many of the signposts 

to recent star formation, such as Herbig-Haro objects, compact HII regions and 

T Tauri stars. Many of these T Tauri stars also show large infrared excesses (Glass 

and Penston 1975), a phenomenon explained by many as due to circumstellar clouds 

of dust around these stars which reradiate energy from the embedded star in the far 

infrared, and are indicative of a recent and on going star formation process. Deep 

infrared surveys, such as those of Taylor and Storey (1984) and Wilking et al. (1985), 

have detected a whole cluster of young embedded stars within the Corona Australis 

dark cloud which confirm that star formation is still taking place. 

The region is dominated by two reflection nebulae. The larger nebulosity is 

NGC6726/7 which is illuminated by the stars TY Cr A and HD176386 (Warren

Smith 1979), and the other is the cometary nebula NGC6729. Most of the mass 

of this cloud is thought to be in the 12CO cloud which is centred on the region 

surrounding the starR Cr A, and has a radius of some 1.3 parsecs (Vrba et al. 1976a). 

93 
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Vrba etal. (1976a) put the mass of this cloud at -105M 0 , with the cloud extending 

over 6pc in length. Knacke et al. (1973) obtained optical and infrared photometry of 

known stars in the region and suggested that the unusually large infrared excesses 

in some of the stars in the Corona Australis dark cloud indicate extreme youth, and 

that they are less than 106 years old. The 12CO maxima is located at TY Cr A, with 

a weaker peak at R Cr A. H2CO, CS, HCN and HCQ+ peaks are located at R Cr A, 

which yields a high core density of some 250-520M0 , Cruz-Gonzalez etal. (1984). 

The pre-main-sequence emission line variable star, R Corona Australis, is lo

cated at the apex of the fan-shaped cometary nebula NGC6729; position a = 

18h58m32~5, 8 = -37°2'8" (1950). Schmidt discovered the variable star RCr A, and 

T Cr A, and suspected that the the nebula NGC6729 was itself variable. Knox-Shaw 

(1916) observed structural changes within the nebula with time, and indeed both 

he and Reynolds (1916) had little doubt by this time that the nebula was indeed 

variable like the cometary nebula NGC2261 associated with the variable starR Mon. 

Bellingham and Rosano (1980) examined some 200 photographic plates of NGC6729 

in the Harvard plate collection taken in Peru from 1898 to 1948. They were able to 

establish from these that the structures within the nebula irregularly repeat them

selves, and the source of illumination must therefore be random. This discovery 

is interesting when it is compared to the deductions of Lampland (1931), on the 

variability of NGC2261. 

The major source of illumination within the nebula NGC6729 is R Cr A, as is 

illustrated polarimetrically by Ward-Thompson etal. (1985), (and maps presented 

later in this chapter), though some contribution from the associated starT Cr A is 

found near to the star T Cr A. The spectrum of the cometary nebula also closely 

mimics that obtained from R Cr A, classified as an Ae star, (Herbig 1960), adding fur

ther evidence to the hypothesis that R Cr A is the illuminator of NGC6729. Graham 

and Phillips (1987) go on to show how the slight differences between the spectrum 

of the nebula and that taken from R Cr A can be explained by taking into account 

the increased light travel time for the reflection of light from R Cr A off the dust 
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in the nebula. When observing the nebula they conclude, one is observing the star 

as it was two or three days earlier. The most extensive luminous dust emission 

in the Corona Australis dark cloud is excited by R Cr A (Wilking et al. 1985; Cruz

Gonzalez et al. 1984). Wilking et al. estimate the far infrared luminosity of R Cr A at 

-40£0 (20-lOOJlm), and derive a bolometric luminosity of 120L0 (with an error of 

±40%), which is in agreement (within errors) to the luminosity of 140£0 calculated 

by Cruz-Gonzalez et al. (1984). 

Bellingham and Rosano (1980) looked at the long-period variations in brightness 

for a number ofT Tauri-like stars, including R Mon and R Cr A. The data for R Cr A, 

and indeed other stars in the Corona Australis dark cloud, was taken from The New 

Zealand Variable Stars Circulars, for a time period between 1928 and 1971, yielding 

some 2100 observations on R Cr A. Their conclusions are that R Cr A has a periodic 

variation of about 1500 days in length and about 0.5 magnitudes in amplitude. 

This variation is then superimposed upon a decrease of 0. 75 magnitudes over the 

entire period of the observations. They interpret the results as due to variations in 

the diffuse envelopes or circumstellar shells surrounding the star. Bellingham and 

Rosano go onto state that it would be useful to follow the day-to-day variations in 

R Cr A, and indeed in other similar variable stars, to understand better the shorter 

term variations. The data available to them at the time allowed no such analysis. 

Graham and Phillips (1987) made CCD observations of R Cr A and NGC6729 over a 

23 day period from March to April1984. They show that measurable changes in the 

surface brightness of the reflection nebula occur over intervals as short as 24 hours. 

During these 23 days of observations, R Cr A brightened by some 1.3 magnitudes. In 

one 24 hour period, structures within the nebula changed in brightness by 20-30%, 

whilst spectroscopically the red/blue emission peaks changed within a period of only 

24 hours. Thus R Cr A is a rapidly varying star. 

Early polarization measurements within the R Cr A region were made by Whit

ney and Weston (1948), in July 1946. They deduced that most of the scattered light 

within NGC6729 comes from R Cr A, and measured a general maximum polariza-
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tion in the nebula of 20%, with a mean polarization of some 15%; (though some 

points went up as high as 35%). Serkowski (1969b) noted a rapid change in the 

polarization of R Cr A over a period of 5 weeks, changing from 9% to 18% in the 

blue spectral region. Such a change should not be so unexpected when the results 

of Graham & Phillips and Bellingham & Rossano are taken into account. Serkowski 

also shows that the polarization of R Cr A seems to increase towards shorter wave

lengths. Though some of these results are important, Serkowski uses apertures 

ranging between 11" and 47" for his polarization measurements, a fact which must 

cause polarization contamination from the nebula in any measurement which is sup

posed to be based on R Cr A alone. Ward-Thompson et al. ( 1985) in making their 

polarization measurements, used a circular aperture of 511 diameter to avoid such 

contamination, and measurements of the polarization of R Cr A by the author in the 

work presented here will follow this lead and also use an aperture of 5" in size. 

Vrba, Strom and Strom (1976a) mapped the magnetic fields of five dark cloud 

complexes including the Corona Australis dark cloud. This was done by taking 

measurements of the linear polarization of background stars, which totalled some 76 

for the Corona Australis cloud survey. Their conclusion was that there is a rather 

uniform degree of alignment throughout the cloud, with the magnetic field and the 

cloud material being closely associated. There is however, one drastic twist in the 

magnetic field, where the field undergoes a sharp 30° turn. This twist occurs in 

the region of star formation associated with R and T Cr A, with the field having 

a position angle near 90° west of R Cr A, changing to near 120° east of the two 

stars. It is interesting that the twist in the magnetic field is found at a point of star 

formation, which is also the point in the cloud nearest to the galactic plane where 

the highest visual obscuration and gas density in the entire complex is to be found. 

Vrba (1977) using the results from Vrba et al. (1976a) and also Loren (1979), 

have concluded that the star formation within the Corona Australis dark cloud has 

resulted primarily from the self-gravitational collapse of the cloud, guided by the 

magnetic field, until it reaches the part of the cloud nearest to the galactic plane, into 
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what is known as a magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability, (see Shklovskii {1978) for 

example, and section 1.2.1). The basic scenario though, is as follows. A depression 

has occurred in the galactic magnetic field, creating a dip in the field-lines. Under 

the influence of gravity, matter moves into the dip in a direction which is towards 

the galactic plane. The inflowing matter cannot move across the field lines because 

it is highly ionized, and it cannot move back out of the dip because of gravity. 

The density of matter increases in the dip, and star formation, or more particularly 

in this case, the birth of R Cr A can take place. This theory of star formation in 

molecular clouds, seems to be confirmation that the hypothesis of Vrba (1977), is 

indeed correct, and that a magnetic field is responsible for the formation of the 

Corona Australis star forming region. This is most clearly demonstrated by the 

sharp turn in the magnetic field lines, which we identify as the magnetic well found 

in the Cr A cloud close to the galactic plane, in the linear polarization mapping of 

Vrba et al., (1976a). The fact that the most dense region of the cloud is also located 

at R Cr A (the magnetic well) is further evidence. 

The Herbig-Haro object, HH100 is located some 80" southwest of R Corona Aus

tralis. Strom, Strom and Grasdalen {1974a,b) found a bright near-infrared source 

some 20" east of HH100, which is a good candidate for the HH100 exciting star. 

However, R Cr A itself has been suggested as a viable candidate for the exciting 

star of HH100 (Wilking etal., 1985) since RCrA, HH99, HH100 and HH101 all lie 

roughly collinear with each other. Hartigan and Graham {1987) disagree with the 

interpretation of Wilking et al. pointing out that the HH objects HH99, HH100 and 

HH101 all lie on a line which is highly inclined to the direction of outflow from 

R Cr A, and instead suggest that HH100IR is the exciting source for HH99, HH100 

and HH101. Hartigan and Graham do, however, point out that RCrA is the likely 

exciting source for HH104 which lies to the east of R Cr A and is therefore associated 

with the blueshifted outflows more so than the other HH objects. 
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3.2 Observations 

Observations were made of R Corona Australis and subsequently part of the associ

ated nebula NGC6729, at the f/15 Cassegrain focus of the 1 metre Jacobus Kapteyn 

Telescope (JKT), on the island of La Palma in The Canary Islands over a period of 

some 6 days from 30th May to 4th June 1990. Observations were made in the B, 

V, Rand I wavebands using the Durham Imaging Polarimeter. The FWHM seeing 

at the time the observations were made has been measured as 2.1-2.8". The author 

has reduced the above datasets, and also data taken at the f/18 Cassegrain focus 

of the 1.9 metre telescope of The South African Astronomical Observatory on 25th 

May 1985 in Ha by observers from The Durham Polarimetry Group, but which had 

never been previously reduced. The seeing at the time the observations were made 

was some 1". 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Polarization Maps 

Figures 3.1 to 3.3 show the distribution of linear polarization as measured for R Cr A 

and part of NGC6729 in the V and R wavebands. 

The integration bins for the polarization map are 3 pixels square, (3.6" square), 

and moved on in steps of 2 pixels in each direction. The most striking feature is 

the centrosymmetric pattern of polarization vectors which is found within 30" of 

R Cr A. Across the intensity maximum of R Cr A, we find a band of polarization 

vectors running in a north to south direction, whose degree of polarization is clearly 

not zero. To the north and south of R Cr A, at a distance of "'10" from R Cr A 

(see figures 3.1 and 3.2), there are points where the polarization falls off towards 

zero. These null points are very reminiscent of R Mon. Moving into the nebula of 

NGC6729, the polarizations are seen to rise in parts to levels in excess of 30%. The 

intensity contours on the maps are shown to be elongated away from R Cr A, in a 

south-easterly direction. This is due to the presence of what has been interpreted 
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Figure 3.1: An intensity contour and polarization map of the R Cr A/NGC6729 
cometary nebula from the 1990 V dataset. 
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Figure 3.2: An intensity contour and polarization map of the R Cr A/NGC6729 
region close to RCrA. (1990 V dataset). 
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Figure 3.3: An intensity contour and polarization map of the R Cr A/NGC6729 
cometary nebula from the 1990 R dataset, together with a greyscale intensity image 
of the same region. 
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in the past as a jet-like nebulosity. As we move further south and east from R Cr A, 

a new centrosymmetric pattern is located. 

Much of the work by Ward-Thompson etal. {1985) was concerned with jet-like 

structures that were seen emerging from both R and T Cr A. These authors obtained 

a far larger field in observations of NGC6729 than the author was able to obtain 

in the datasets which are discussed here, and so a greater degree of emphasis could 

be placed on the nebulosities between the two YSOs by Ward-Thompson and his 

co-authors. The main jet-like nebulosity is seen to emerge east of R Cr A and extend 

away from the object in a south-easterly direction. Ward-Thompson et al. deduced 

from their observations that the region between R and T Cr A consists of a series of 

"continuous loop-like structures" which "appear to to be attached to the jet R1". 

(Where R1 is the main south-easterly running jet-like nebulosity that is observed 

both in the greyscale intensity image presented (figure 3.3), and from the intensity 

contour plots on the polarization maps (figures 3.1 to 3.3). Figure 5 of Cohen 

et al. {1984) clearly shows the complex nebulosity and loop-like structures that that 

envelopeR and T Cr A. This plate is also good for showing the relative positions of 

R & TCrA, and HH100. 

3.3.2 Synthesised Aperture Polarimetry 

When measuring the polarization of R Mon in chapter 2, much emphasis was placed 

upon the size of the aperture used to make measurements. It was shown that a 

highly polarized knot, possibly the northern lobe of a mini-bipolar nebula, was to 

be found "'4-5" north of the R Mon intensity maximum. (This mini-bipolar must 

not be confused with any smaller, unresolvable mini-bipolar, that has been suggested 

in polarized source models to account for the observed polarizations). The accuracy 

of measurements made upon R Mon when using 10" sized apertures was put into 

question because the knot was included within the aperture. In order to check if any 

such phenomena is present in the proximity of R Cr A, simulated circular apertures 

of 5" in diameter were placed upon the data and moved in steps of 2 pixels in 
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the x-direction, and 2 pixels in the y-direction (2.44" by 2.44"), along the axis of 

the cometary nebula. This was taken initially to be approximately north-east to 

south-west according to the description of the R Cr A system by Ward-Thompson 

et al. (1985). Plots of polarization against distance from R Cr A in arcseconds are 

presented in figure 3.4 in the V, Rand I wavebands. 

Apertures of 5" in size were also placed in a line running in an east-west direction, 

again placed 4 pixels apart, as a further check of the data (in figure 3.5). This was 

done, for as will be shown in section 3.4.3 the true nebula axis runs in an east-west 

direction. 

The results of figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that unlike R Mon there is no evidence 

of a highly polarized feature within the close proximity of the intensity maximum 

of R Cr A. Therefore it is safe to adopt an aperture size for measuring R CrAin the 

range of"' 3-5" (or larger), without the fear of including some other polarization 

feature. In figure 3.4 which shows the change in polarization along the axis defined 

by Ward-Thompson et al. in the V and R wavebands for example, the polarization 

at the intensity maximum is found to be generally higher than in the surrounding 

nebula within 15" of R Cr A, whilst in the I waveband the polarization is more on 

a par with the local background nebula polarization. As we look to the southwest, 

the polarization drops to some level close to zero at -10" south-west of R Cr A in 

the V waveband (for example). When we look at the polarization map of the V 

data, for example, a null point in the polarization is clearly seen at this distance 

from the intensity maximum of R Cr A. In figure 3.5 which shows the polarization 

change along the east-west nebula axis defined in section 3.4.3, it is seen that the 

polarization is fairly uniform within ±5" of the R Cr A intensity maximum. At a 

distance of "'5" west of R Cr A the polarization begins to increase gradually to levels 

of "'20% as we move west of the R Cr A intensity maximum. 
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Figure 3.4: The variation of polarization with distance from R Cr A (along the "jet") 
from north-east to south-west of R Cr A. 
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Figure 3.5: The variation of polarization with distance from R Cr A along a line 
east-west of the R Cr A intensity maximum (Imax). 
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The Polarization of R Cr A 

In the chapter related to the analysis of data concerning R Mon and its associated 

cometary reflection nebula NGC2261, much emphasis was placed upon how critical 

the size of aperture used was, when making polarization measurements upon R Mon. 

To some extent the same philosophy must be applied when considering the polar

ization of RCr A. Ward-Thompson (1984) pointed out how one author had made 

measurements of R Cr A using an aperture of as much as 4 7" in size. Such a large 

aperture will included large parts of the nebula, and due to cancellation effects, or 

superposition, invalid measurements of R Cr A will result. So as to exclude large neb

ular effects, and so as to be able to compare the new data with Ward-Thompson's, 

an aperture size of 5" will be used throughout the data, (since this was also the 

aperture size used by Ward-Thompson). 

In order to check to see whether this R Cr A reveals any aperture dependence 

of polarization, and also in an attempt to confirm the results obtained from fig

ures 3.4 and 3.5, apertures ranging from some 311 up to 20" were placed upon all the 

available datasets, and the results in three of the datasets are presented in figure 3.6. 

When changing from measurements of the polarization of R Cr A with a 3" cir

cular aperture, to those measurements made with a 5" aperture, figure 3.6 shows 

that there is some small decrease in the resultant polarization. As the aperture size 

is increased from 5" up to 10", the resultant polarization is found to be generally 

constant with aperture size. In fact we find that a change in the polarization of 

less than 1.1% resulted throughout the datasets. For example, in the B waveband 

obtained on 4th June 1990, the polarization changed from some 9.0±0.4% with a 5" 

aperture, to 7.9 ± 0.4% with a 10" aperture; a change of 1.1 %. This was the largest 

measured change, and is itself not greatly significant. At the longer wavelengths, 

in this case the I waveband obtained in 1990, a change of only 0.4% resulted. The 

polarization in the V and R wavebands changed by only 0.3% and 0.4% respectively. 

In other words, the polarizations are essentially the same when the errors are taken 

into consideration. This result is also consistent with the information gained from 
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Figure 3.6: The variation of measured polarization at the R Cr A intensity maximum 
with aperture size. 
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the plots of polarization against distance from R Cr A, i.e. that no polarization 

features near R Cr A are contributing to the measured polarization of R Cr A. 

The Ha data from 1985, meanwhile, had a change of some 0.3% when changing 

from a 5" to a 10" size. It seems clear then, that there is little difference between the 

polarization measured in a 5" aperture, and that measured in an 10" aperture. Thus, 

it may be declared that measurements upon R Cr A are aperture independent over 

the range of aperture sizes used, and in further confirmation of the results obtained 

from figures 3.4 and 3.5, it is safe to adopt the use of a 5" aperture in polarization 

measurements of R Cr A. 

Measurements were thus made with a 5" diameter circular aperture centroided 

on the intensity maximum of R Cr A. The most remarkable thing to come from 

these polarization measurements, is the large change in polarization which is found 

in the B waveband over in period of almost 24 hours (see table 3.2 and table 3.1). A 

measurement made in the B on the 3rd June 1990 (hereafter B1) yields a polarization 

of 6.6 ± 0.4%, at a position angle of 166.5 ± 1.6°. The observations made almost 

24 hours later in the B waveband (hereafter B2) have a measured polarization of 

9.0 ± 0.4% at a position angle of 160.8 ± 1.3°. 

Any relationship between wavelength and the measured polarization for R Cr A, 

is not so easy to define because of this rapid change that has occurred between 

the measurements B1 and B2. The B waveband was the only waveband where 

observations were made on different nights, and so it is not possible to check the 

data to see if changes occur at other wavelengths as well. It does seem interesting 

though, that there is an almost a wavelength independent relationship between the 

B2 observations and the R & V observations, which have a mean polarization of 

8.8 ± 0.2%. The polarization measured in the I waveband is somewhat less than 

that obtained in the R & V, at 5.1 ± 0.4%. 
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R Cr A: Observational Details 
Date of Observations Waveband Approx Local Start Time 
Total Exposure (sees) 

30th May 1990 R 04:49 
1st June 1990 I 05:02 
2nd June 1990 v 04:48 
3rd June 1990 B(l) 05:08 
4th June 1990 B(2) 04:08 
26th June 1985 Ha 05:00 

Table 3.1: Details the 1990 (& 1985) observations of RCrA. 

R Cr A Intensity Maximum 5" aperture 
Waveband P(%) hP(%) 8(0) «58(0) 

R 9.0 0.3 179.4 0.9 
I 5.1 0.3 179.2 1.6 
v 8.5 0.3 159.6 1.0 

B(l) 6.6 0.4 166.5 1.6 
B(2) 9.0 0.4 160.8 1.3 
Ha 6.4 0.3 206.5 1.9 

Table 3.2: Aperture polarimetry with 5" apertures centred at the R Cr A intensity 
maximum. 
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The Reflection Nebula NGC6729 

The polarization maps are concentrated in the region around R Cr A, and as a result 

of this a large portion of the nebula has not been mapped in these observations. The 

length of the polarization vectors on the maps shown indicate that the polarization 

rises up to levels of over 30% in certain parts of the nebula, though levels of 10%-

20% are more normal. Apertures of 5" in size were placed at a position of "" 18" 

{15 pixels) south of the R Corona Australis intensity maximum, in order to obtain 

measurements of the polarization here. This action, now places the aperture into the 

the centrosyrnrnetric pattern of polarization vectors which is found around R Cr A. 

The measured polarization was then found to be "'34% in the B waveband, for 

example. 

3.4 Discussion and Interpretation 

3.4.1 NGC6'729 

The most striking feature of the polarization maps is the centrosyrnrnetric pattern 

of polarization vectors which are found surrounding R Cr A (figures 3.1 to 3.3). 

Normals to these vectors indicate R Cr A as the chief illuminating source in the 

extended nebula NGC6729. This confirms what has been suggested by many authors 

before, and shows that the statement of Dibai (1971) is in error when he classifies 

NGC6729 as a nebula which has no star associated with it. (See section 1.7). 

To the south-east of figure 3.1 a second centrosyrnrnetric pattern is seen. Normals 

drawn from these vectors would point to an illuminating source other than R Cr A, 

and this is in fact T Cr A. T Cr A is not itself present in the data obtained at the JKT 

in 1990. However, the maps presented by Ward-Thompson in 1985 show a larger 

proportion of the nebula NGC6729, and the relative contributions to the observed 

polarization patterns by R Cr A and T Cr A are more easily compared. In some of 

the maps shown, there are points in the extended nebula where the polarization 

seems to fall towards zero; for example in the V-waveband map made from the 1990 
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observations (figure 3.1) at points "'35" south of R Cr A. This is somewhat the mid

point between the two centrosymmetric patterns which we have attributed to R & 

T Cr A. It is likely that the two centrosymmetric patterns are cancelling each other 

out at this point. 

As we move to points which lie "' 8" south and "' 15" north of R Cr A, there 

is a drop in the polarization towards zero. The V waveband dataset clearly shows 

a null point at a position "'7" east & ""'7" south of R Cr A (figure 3.2). Moving 

further from the illuminating star a centrosymmetric pattern then predominates, 

and the polarization has been interpreted as due to simple scattering from an op

tically thin cloud where the population particles has an effective size less than the 

incident wavelength. The null points themselves can be explained by considering 

that two polarizing mechanisms are in evidence within the nebula. Close to R Cr A, 

polarization due to extinction (perhaps), predominates in the circumstellar disc re

gion, and bands of parallel polarization vectors are seen. Further out in the nebula 

polarization due to scattering is the dominant mechanism, and a centrosymmetric 

pattern of polarization vectors is observed. Points are then found where there is a 

transition between regions where the two types of mechanisms dominate. At these 

points the polarizations cancel to produce the observed null points. 

3.4.2 RCrA 

Running across the the intensity maximum of R Cr A a parallel band of polarization 

vectors are clearly seen, running in a north-south direction. This is a feature which 

is commonly seen across the illuminating star in many cometary reflection nebu

lae, NGC2261 being an excellent example. A popular explanation for this type of 

phenomenon which is seen at the exciting source in many reflection nebulae is that 

a circumstellar disc is present, and dichroic extinction by elongated dust particles 

aligned in a magnetic field (which is frozen-into the plane of the circumstellar disc), 

is responsible for the observed polarization. Assuming this interpretation is correct, 

a measurement of the position angle of the polarization at R Cr A, will yield a value 
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for the position angle of the magnetic field, and thereby the position angle for the 

plane of the circumstellar disc. 

The most striking thing to come from the 1990 measurements of the polarization 

of R Cr A by the author, is the "' 3% change in polarization and "' 6° change in 

polarization position angle which is found in the B waveband in one 24 hour period. 

Rapid variations have been seen before both photometrically and polarimetrically 

in many T Tauri stars. In a few days R Cr A was observed to vary in magnitude by 

1.3 magnitudes, (see section 3.1 and Graham & Philips 1987). Serkowski (1969b) 

has seen the polarization change by some 9% for R Cr A in only a few weeks in the 

B waveband. Serkowski (1969a) has also observed small changes in the polarization 

and magnitude of other T Tauri stars such as T Tau for example, in observations 

made 24 hours apart. The change in polarization for these observations though, was 

usually < 1% in 24 hours. Rotational periods of as high as 1 day have been suggested 

for some T Tauri stars, due to the rapid modulation of the stellar light curves perhaps 

by large dark spots on the stellar surface, (section 1.4.3). Photometric variability 

has also been seen for T Tauri stars on scales as short as 15 minutes! As a result, 

any rapid change in the measured polarization of R Cr A should, perhaps, be not so 

surprising. What is surprising though, is that no change in polarization as large as 

3% has ever been reported in observations of R Cr A over such a short time period 

before. 

If the measurements made upon R Cr A are compared to those obtained by earlier 

authors, it is found that there is a marked difference in results. For example, in the 

V waveband and using a 5" aperture, Ward-Thompson ( 1984 & 1985) showed R Cr A 

to be polarized to 7.6±0.5% at a position angle of 189±5°. This compares to a value 

of 8.5 ± 0.3% at a position angle of 159.6 ± 1.0° for the 1990 V dataset. This seems 

to suggest then, a marked change especially in the measured polarization position 

angle of R CrAin the period 1980 (when Ward-Thompson's data was taken) to 1990. 

The change in polarization between these two measurements is consistent with the 

changes reported by Serkowski in 1969(b) (almost 10% change in a few weeks) so the 
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change here is nothing extreme. However, the position angle has changed by"' 30° 

in this time period. If dichroic extinction by aligned grains is the correct model for 

the R Cr A system, the we are saying that a large circumstellar disc must change 

its orientation very rapidly. Such an argument can no longer be seen as reasonable, 

since a model which predicts the rapid change in orientation of a circumstellar disc is 

difficult to explain. Even if a larger sized aperture is used in measurements of R Cr A 

in order to better match measurements made by other authors, large changes in the 

measurements still result. For example: Serkowski (1969b) finds a polarization of 

17.8% at a position angle of 189.4° in the V band with an 11" aperture; Vrba et al. 

(1979): 5.6 ± 0.2% at 175.4 ± 0.9°, with a 12" aperture; the 1990V dataset here 

yields 8.8 ± 0.3% at 156.4 ± 0.9° with a 10" aperture. Since there is a clear change 

in both polarization and position angle, and since dichroic extinction by aligned 

grains cannot satisfactorily explain the phenomena, this must now be neglected as 

a possible solution for the main polarizing mechanism found at R Cr A. 

As with R Mon, the works of Gledhill (1991) on a polarized source model can 

also be applied to a consideration of the mechanisms responsible for the polariza

tion at R Cr A, and in the extended nebula NGC6729. This author have been able 

to show that the observed band of parallel polarization vectors at the illuminating 

source star, (in this case we apply the work to R Cr A), can be explained simply 

by considering the illuminator as a polarized source, and without recourse to the 

alignment of dust grains in a magnetic field found in a circumstellar disc. ( Gled

hill's conclusions are drawn from mathematical modelling). The work is also able 

to explain the observed null points, as we move from a region dominated by a po

larized source (R Cr A), to a region dominated by scattering alone (NGC6729). The 

polarized source model allows for rapid changes in illumination of a nebula, and 

can account for the rapid changes in the measured position angle close to the star, 

without the need to assume that the circumstellar disc itself is actually changing its 

position angle rapidly. Only the source of the illumination is actually changing. This 

has important consequences for R Cr A as well. Besides the fact that the Gledhill 
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polarized source model (and the Scarrott et al. {1991) polarized source model for 

the PV Cephei system) provide an alternative method for producing the observed 

parallel band of polarization vectors at the source, the polarized source model also 

allows for a rapid change in the measured polarization at the source. This is exactly 

what has been noted about R Cr A; the rapid change in polarization, polarization 

position angle and magnitude. Thus the polarized source model provides a better 

explanation for the observed polarization of R Cr A than other models. 

If material is located unresolvably close to R Cr A, so that light leaving this 

clouded, obscured, or partially obscured R Cr A region becomes linearly polarized, 

then the result is that R Cr A acts like a polarized source. This concept was first 

discussed by Elsasser and Staude in 1978. A change in the distribution of material 

unresolvably close to R Cr A will change the scattering geometry close to R Cr A, 

thus altering the observed polarization of the star. This material may be in the 

form of clouds of dust orbiting the YSO, and this is discussed at greater length in 

section 2.4.1. Rapid changes in polarization could then occur as clouds of material 

move between the source of illumination and the observer. The would simultaneously 

have the effect of changing the degree of polarization of the object and changing the 

measured luminosity of the object. Bouvier and Bertout (1989) and Bertout {1989), 

have proposed that rapid changes in the luminosity ofT Tauri stars can be accounted 

for by large dark spots on the stellar surface, which modulate the stars light-curve 

on short time scales due to the rapid rotational periods of they objects they looked 

at, (1-9 days). It is therefore possible that such a phenomenon combines with the 

presence of circumstellar clouds of material (unresolvably close to RCr A) to change 

the polarization of R Cr A in the time scales we are dealing with. The polarized 

source model, in the loose way in which it is defined, also leaves open the way for 

the spot-light-curve modulation to be included within the model. 

Rudnitskij (1987) proposed a model to account for the variability seen in many 

cometary nebulae, by considering a change in the illumination of a nebula due 

to a small-scale circumstellar disc. The disc he envisages has a radius of 1014cm 
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( -7 AU), and is tilted at some angle (30°) to a larger interstellar disc, of the kind 

proposed by Canto etal. (1981). The illumination of the nebula is then from light 

emerging from the poles of the T Tauri star and small disc. This disc precesses, 

illuminating preferentially different parts of the interstellar disc walls, and causing 

the nebula variability. Such a precession should cause cyclical variations to be 

seen in the nebula. As yet there is no firm proof that the cyclical aspect model is 

correct for the R Cr A/NGC6729 complex. Illumination patterns have been found 

to repeat themselves in NGC6729, but Bellingham and Rosano (1980) found them 

to be irregular. The variability of the object on the scale of days, weeks and years, 

only helps to hinder such searches. It should also be noted that the scale of the 

inner-disc in the Rudnitskij model is such that it would be unresolvable, and would 

therefore approximate to the polarized source interpretations discussed above and 

in section 2.4.1. 

3.4.3 The Jets 

The intensity contours on the polarization maps clearly show the position of the 

main jet, which runs in a south-easterly direction away from R Cr A. (This is the jet 

labelled R1, by Ward-Thompson etal. in 1985). This jet can be seen to extend at 

least 40" away from R Cr A (to the south-east), to the edge of the available dataset. 

The centrosymmetric pattern pattern of polarization vectors which is seen around 

R Cr A is not disturbed as the pattern crosses the intensity contours which signify 

the presence of the jet nebulosity. The pattern seen is typical of the polarizations 

found in reflection nebulae, which has been explained by other authors as being 

due to simple scattering of light within the nebula. The jet itself is shown to be 

significantly polarized to levels of 20%. Ward-Thompson (1984) has revealed that 

spectra taken of the jet reveal some shock excitation. However the polarization 

patterns seen illustrate that the jet, like the rest of the cometary nebula, is seen 

mainly by reflected light which originates at R Cr A. This is not the case for example, 

with the jet in HH83/Re17 (section 1.4.4), which is shown to be seen by its own 
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intrinsic emission (Rolph 1990). 

One explanation to account for the presence of the jet is that it is a large outflow 

originating at the illuminating source R Cr A. The jet remains fixed in direction 

between observations in 1980 & 1982, (Ward-Thompson 1984) and 1990, and so it 

may be hypothesised that what we are seeing is outflow along the axis of rotation of 

R Cr A. If we are indeed seeing one half of a bipolar outflow, then a second outflow 

in the opposite direction might be seen. Such an outflow is not obvious in the 

data obtained and analysed here by the author. However, this does not prove the 

hypothesis incorrect, since the opposite outflow to the observed jet may be obscured 

by the circumstellar disc. This is a common situation that is found with cometary 

nebulae, that one lobe of the bipolar structure is hidden due to the tilt of the object 

and the presence of a disc. This has also been seen with RMon/NGC2261, as well 

as in the Chamaeleon Infrared Nebula. Ward-Thompson et al. (1985) were able to 

obtain a United Kingdom Schmidt Telescope plate, (R6076), which seems to show 

a faint jet which is seen emerging from R Cr A in a direction which is essentially 

opposite to the more luminous jet Rl. Their conclusion from this evidence was that 

we are indeed observing bipolar outflow from this R Cr A, which manifests itself in 

the form of a nebulous jet structure. 

The main jet (R1 of Ward-Thompson et al.), is inclined at an angle of -60° to the 

measured position angle of polarization at R Cr A. If by measuring the polarization 

position angle at R Cr A, we are also measuring the position angle of the circumstellar 

disc found there, then it must be concluded that the jet is inclined at some angle to 

the plane of the circumstellar disc. 

Ward-Thompson et al. (1985) attempted to explain the jets seen emanating 

from R Cr A. Their explanation was that the optical jet is collimated by an inner

circumstellar disc inclined with respect to an outer disc, whilst the large scale molec

ular outflow is collimated by the outer-circumstellar disc. Such a system was found 

with NGC2261/RMon, where a large scale interstellar 12CO disc was found and 

mapped by Canto et al. (1981 ). The formation of such inner- and outer-circumstellar 
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discs is discussed by Ward-Thompson et al. {1985) for the R Cr A system. Their 

model is summarized as follows: 

The rotation of the interstellar disc proposed by Canto (1980), causes the in

terstellar magnetic field in the cloud to decouple and lie in the plane of the disc. 

The dense central inner-regions of the disc which centre upon the protostar R Cr A, 

decouples from the magnetic field in the outer regions. The rapid rotation of the 

inner-regions of the interstellar disc cause the formation of the inner-circumstellar 

disc. This inner-disc is responsible for the jet collimation (they say), whilst the in

terstellar disc of Canto et al. is responsible for the large scale CO collimation. Ward

Thompson et al., then explain that the jets observed would initially be collimated 

by the inner-disc and field, until beyond the effective influence of their progenitor, 

at which point the outer-disc becomes the dominating collimator. Further work on 

a more general case for outflows is done by Pudritz and Norman (1986). These 

authors also postulate that optical jets develop as a natural part of protostellar 

development. Warren-Smith, Draper & Scarrott {1987a) also discuss an interest

ing case in the pre-main-sequence object SVS2 in the Serpens Nebula. Here, spiral 

structures are observed in the cloud material around SVS2, which is interpreted as 

the remnant of the protostellar condensation from which the object formed. 

Such models which consider inner- and outer-circumstellar disc systems that are 

tilted relative to one another, are not totally unique. Campbell etal. (1988) have 

discussed an inner and outer disc model in attempting to explain observations of 

L1551-IRS5. Mundt and Fried (1983) have cited four more examples of jet-like neb

ulosities associated T Tauri stars. The examples they use are DG Tau, DG Tau B, 

HH30 and HL Tau, and they propose that these jets are highly collimated mass 

outflow from the young stellar objects in question. HH30 also shows evidence for 

the kind of "counter-jet" which other observers have found associated with R Cr A. 

Canto, Sarmiento and Rodriguez (1986) proposed a model whereby many jet

like structures are in fact not jets at all, but optical projections of the emitting wall 

of the bipolar or cometary cavity. This is discussed in section 1.4.5. The authors 
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apply their model to R Cr A, and find that it is possible to reconstruct the optical jet 

without the need to adopt a second inner-disc tilted relative to the outer-interstellar 

disc. Both discs can simply be orientated with their axes in an approximate east

west direction, and the "jet" is simply light emitted or reflected by the southern 

edge of the eastern cavity. Continuing on this argument, the faint counter-jet which 

was found on the Schmidt plate could then be accounted for by considering it as 

the emitting or reflecting wall of the obscured counterlobe. If the main jet (Rl) 

were a purely emission feature then we would not expect to find the jet significantly 

polarized due to the depolarization effect of an unpolarized emission flux. In fact 

the main jet-like feature is found to be polarized to levels of 20% or more, and the 

centrosyrnrnetric pattern of polarization vectors around R Cr A does not show a drop 

in the level of the polarization at the jet. This implies that the jet is mainly seen 

by reflected light from R Cr A. A jet-like feature to the south-west of R Mon was 

found to be significantly polarized by Warren-Smith etal. (1987b). Warren-Smith 

et al. concluded that what they were seeing was not a jet at all, but the illuminated 

western rim of the obscured southern bipolar cavity in line with the model of Canto 

et al. (1986) as discussed in chapter 2. It therefore seems likely that the jet-like 

feature Rl associated with RCr A is not a jet either, but merely the illuminated 

southern rim of the blueshifted eastern cavity. An intensity image of the region 

around the jet-like feature (figure 3.3) seems to confirm this conclusion. Nebulosity 

can be seen extending away to the east of R Cr A with the contours clearly defining 

the northerly and southerly limits of the blueshifted eastern lobe. The southern 

rim of the blueshifted cavity is seen preferentially no doubt, because material close 

to R Cr A is causing a situation to arise whereby the southern rim is illuminated 

preferentially. Also, it may be the case that the northern rim of the blueshifted lobe 

is experiencing a somewhat higher degree of obscuration. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

R Corona Australis has been shown to be the chief illuminating star of the cometary 

reflection nebula NGC6729; this is clearly illustrated by the centrosymmetric pattern 

of polarization vectors surrounding R Cr A. Polarizations measured in the nebula of 

NGC6729 are typical of those found in reflection nebulae. The rapid change in the 

polarization and position angle of R Cr A observed in the blue spectral region in one 

24 hour period has not been reported before, though larger changes on the time 

scale of weeks have been reported. It seems then, that the rapid change in the 

polarization and position angle of the star, as with the RMon/NGC2261 and the 

PV Cephei/GM29 systems, seems to be best explained if we consider R Cr A to be 

a polarized source, where matter unresolvably close to the star is scattering, and 

thereby polarizing, light from it. Other polarizing mechanisms may also contribute 

to the observed polarization but they cannot explain the rapid changes with time. 

The high degree of polarization found at the jet-like feature illustrates that the 

feature is mostly seen by scattered light from R Cr A and not by emission. It has 

further been shown that what has been interpreted as an optical jet by previous 

authors can simply be explained as the illumination of the southern rim of the 

eastern blueshifted lobe. 



Chapter 4 

THE POLARIZATION OF THE 
CHAMAELEON IRN 

4.1 Introduction 

One of the regions of the sky which has been found to contain the signs of recent 

and continuing star formation is the Chamaeleon T -association. The Chamaeleon 

dark cloud like other dark cloud complexes is important to studies of low-mass star 

formation and pre-main-sequence evolution, because it is perhaps one of the closest 

such regions to our own sun. Whittet et al. (1987) have calculated the distance to the 

cloud to be 140± 12 parsecs, which is in agreement with the calculations of Rydgren 

( 1980). The cloud also appears to have many of the signs of continuing star formation 

including "' 60 optically identified young stellar objects (Assendorp et al. 1990), 

T Tauri stars (Whittet et al. 1987, 1991) and several Herbig-Haro objects (Schwartz 

1977). Further candidate pre-main-sequence objects have been identified in the near

infrared surveys of Hyland, Jones & Mitchell (1982). The most luminous members 

of the association are HD97048 (Ced 111) and HD97300 (Ced 112), which both 

lie within reflection nebulae. These two objects are also surrounded by extended 

far-infrared emission, (Wesselius, Beintema & Olnon 1984). Rydgren (1980) has 

calculated the total mass of the Chamaeleon dark cloud complex as ""610M 0 . 

In 1983, Schwartz and Heinze discussed the discovery and UBVR photometry 

120 
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of what they termed the "infrared nebula" (IRN), in the southern part of the 

Chamaeleon association. This nebula was so named because of the striking red 

colours the object was found to have. It also became an object of interest because 

the IRN had "no obvious illuminating star." The IRN has dimensions of- 125" by 

35", and its axis is orientated almost east-west. Cohen & Schwartz {1984) showed the 

bulk of the IRN's structure to the east to consist of complex wispy nebulosities. They 

also revealed that a faint nebulosity was seen in the west separated from the main 

body of the nebula by a clear "gap" in the nebular brightness. (This western nebulos

ity will be referred to hereafter as the counterlobe). The "gap" has been attributed 

to the presence of a circumstellar dust disc by Cohen & Schwartz and Scarrott et al. 

{1987). (Cohen et al. (1984) compare the presence of this gap and the general struc

ture of the Chamaeleon IRN (Cham-IRN), with the geometry associated with the 

nebula around HH46). An optical knot was found at the western end of the main 

nebular body, whose position was calculated as a = 11 ho'TD' 15~1, 6 = -77°27'35" 

(1950), with uncertainties of "'±2". This basic structure with a disc obscuring a 

faint counterlobe because the astronomical object is tilted to some degree from the 

observer, is common to cometary nebulae such as the RMon/NGC2261 complex for 

example; (see chapter 2). 

Given the location of the Chamaeleon Infrared Nebula in a dark cloud containing 

many young stellar objects (YSOs), Cohen & Schwartz believe that an infrared 

source (IRS) which was found close to the optical knot (see section 4.4.1) is most 

likely to be a YSO, and probably a T Tauri star. Using a distance of 140 parsecs 

to the Chamaeleon dark cloud, Cohen & Schwartz calculate that this source has a 

total bolometric luminosity of 14.4£0 . They estimate that the object undergoes a 

visual extinction of some 10.3 magnitudes, which is consistent with the calculations 

of Schwartz and Heinze in 1983. 

In this chapter new multicolour imaging polarimetry of this cometary reflection 

nebula is presented. The discussion and interpretation of the data which follow will 

lead to a better understanding of an object which has to date been the subject of 
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few astronomical observations. 

4.2 Observations 

4.2.1 The Aquisition of Data 

Observations were made of The Chamaeleon Infrared Nebula over a period of 4 

nights from January 27th to January 30th 1989 inclusive, by observers including 

the author. This was done at the f/18 Cassegrain focus of the 1 metre telescope 

of The Australian National University, at the Mount Stromlo and Siding Springs 

Observatory, Siding Springs, New South Wales, Australia. The Durham Imaging 

Polarimeter was used with a coated GEC CCD as a detector, to take a total of 24 

CCD images in 3 wavebands, R, I and Z, with a total exposure time over these 

24 images of 3 hours, and an image scale of 1.02" per pixel. The FWHM seeing 

experienced during the time obtaining these images was "'2-3", whilst the combined 

FWHM seeing was slightly better than 3": ("' 2.5" in the case of the R waveband 

dataset; "'2.3" for the Z). 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Polarization Maps 

Linear polarization and intensity contour maps made from the data obtained are 

presented in figure 4.1, figure 4.2 and 4.5 for the I waveband data. In figure 4.1 

the polarization has been calculated in 5 pixel (5.1") square bins moved in steps of 

3 pixels; in figure 4.2 the bin size was 3 pixels square moved in steps of 3 pixels. 

The intensity contours in figure 4.1 and the greyscale intensity images in fig

ures 4.3 and 4.4, clearly illustrate the east-west elongation of the nebulosity, which 

is dominated by the extensive eastern lobe. 

The northern boundary of the eastern lobe forms a bright rim that curves away 

from a bright optical knot that is seen to the west of the main nebular body. Some 
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Figure 4.1: An intensity contour and polarization map of the Cham-IRN in the I 
waveband. The origin is at the optical knot intensity maximum. 
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Figure 4.2: An intensity contour and polarization map of the Cham-IRN in the I 
waveband for the region close to the optical knot (the origin). 
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Figure 4.3: Greyscale intensity images of the Chamaeleon Infrared Nebula in the I 
waveband at different contrast and brightness levels. Note the jet-like structure in 
the bottom image. 
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Figure 4.4: A greyscale intensity image of the Chamaeleon Infrared Nebula in the 
R waveband. Note the western counterlobe separated from the main nebula body 
by a "gap" in the nebular brightness. 
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10" west of this knot a faint counterlobe is seen, which is separated from the main 

body of the nebula by a gap. This is clearly visible in the R waveband dataset 

greyscale intensity image shown in figure 4.4. 

The maps presented show high levels of polarization in both lobes ranging from 

20% to more than 40% in parts of the nebula. The polarization vectors form a 

centrosymmetric pattern that is typical of bipolar and cometary reflection nebulae. 

In the vicinity of the optical knot however, there is some deviation from the cen

trosymmetric pattern; this is also typical of some nebulae illuminated by point-like 

sources. This was discussed by Scarrott et al. (1987), who were the first to obtain 

polarization maps of the Cham-IRN from observations undertaken in 1985. The 

polarization map presented in figure 4.2 showing a field close to the optical knot 

reveals that the centre of the centrosymmetric pattern lies at a point "'6 ± 3" west 

of the optical knot intensity maximum. 

The polarimetric data presented by Scarrott et al. in 1987 was taken without 

the use of a filter, and so consequently the data presented here is the first to be 

presented showing the variation of polarization with wavelength. It should also be 

noted that due to the lack of signal that was obtained for the Z data in the nebula, 

polarization measurements made far from the optical knot in this waveband have 

been neglected. 

A greyscale intensity image was produced of the region to the west of the Cham

IRN in the I waveband, at levels which show the fainter nebulosities associated with 

the IRN. The bottom image in figure 4.3 reveals a jet-like structure which runs 

along on a line in a south-westerly direction away from the optical knot intensity 

maximum region. The existence of this jet-like structure has not been commented 

upon in previous observations by other authors. This faint nebulosity seems to be 

curved in its morphology and is strongly reminiscent of the jet-like feature which 

was found to the south-west of RMon (see chapter 2). The polarization in this 

region is at levels in excess of -40% (see figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5: An intensity contour and polarization map of the Cham-IRN in the I 
waveband clearly showing the western jet-like feature. 
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4.3.2 Synthesised Aperture Polarimetry 

Polarization measurements were made upon the Cham-IRN, with simulated circular 

apertures of 3" in diameter placed 2 pixels (2.04") apart, in a line running east-west 

through the optical knot to a distance of "'10" east of and west of the optical knot 

(see figure 4.6). 

The resulting profiles of polarization against distance from the intensity maxi

mum (the optical knot), reveal some interesting phenomena. Firstly, the polarization 

is seems to drop to some minimum value "'3 ± 2" west of the optical knot intensity 

maximum. Secondly, "'5" west of the knot, the polarization begins to increase to a 

value of"' 40% in the Rand I wavebands at "'8-10" west of the knot. This is at 

the position of the counterlobe. (In the Z waveband at this point measurements are 

omitted due to the increasing error on the measurements that results from lack of 

signal). The plots then seem to show a constant level of polarization ("' 40%) for 

another 5" west until the westerly boundary of the available datasets is encountered. 

In order to successfully attempt to measure the polarization of the optical knot, 

the counterlobe and the polarization minimum (between the optical knot and the 

counterlobe), apertures of a size small enough to exclude effects from the other fea

tures discovered must now be employed. Due to the results of these measurements, 

together with the aperture dependence of polarization tests which are discussed be

low, it was decided to employ an aperture of 3" in diameter for measurements; this 

size is larger than the seeing disc, but it is also small enough to be able to exclude 

the effects of one of the Chamaeleon IRN's microstructural features (the optical 

knot, the polarization minimum) by another feature. 

The Polarization of The Optical Knot 

Simulated circular apertures ranging from 3" in diameter up to "' 20" in diameter 

were centred at the optical knot. 

The results are presented in figures 4. 7 illustrate that there is a drop in the 

polarization of under 2% between that measured with a 3" aperture and that mea-
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Figure 4.6: Polarization profiles made along a line east-west through the optical 
knot intensity maximum (Imax), using a measurement aperture of 3" in diameter. 
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Figure 4. 7: The variation of measured polarization at the optical knot with aperture 
SIZe. 
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Chamaeleon Optical Knot 3" aperture 
Waveband P(%) .5P(%) 9(0) .59(0) 

R 26.5 1.4 167.2 1.4 
I 31.4 0.9 167.0 0.8 
z 29.7 3.1 163.2 2.9 

Table 4.1: Aperture polarimetry with 3" apertures centred at the optical knot in
tensity maximum. 

sured with a 5" aperture. It seems likely that this drop in measured polarization is 

due to the dilution of the measurement by the presence of the point of minimum 

polarization west of the knot discussed above. The largest change occurred in the R 

waveband where the measured polarization changes by 1.9%, whilst the change in 

the I waveband is only 0. 7%. As the aperture size is increased to larger than 5" the 

polarization remains fairly constant, though some small decrease is found. The er

rors on the measurements are such that one could argue that there is little difference 

between measurements made with a 3" aperture and a 5" aperture. However, the 

very fact that a number of different features have been found in close proximity (i.e. 

the optical knot and the polarization minimum) encourages the use of the smaller 

aperture diameter (i.e. "'3"). 

·It was found that the optical knot was considerably polarized in the range of 25-

30%. There seems to be a sharp rise in the polarization as we change wavelength from 

the R waveband to the I waveband, which would suggest wavelength dependence 

of polarization. However, when the Z waveband polarization is taken into account 

together with the errors, there is some possibility that the optical knot can be 

interpreted as showing a polarization wavelength-independent relationship. The 

position angle seems almost constant with wavelength at the knot, yielding a mean 

position angle of"' 166° (165.8 ± 1.3°). These facts are illustrated in figure 4.8 and 

table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.8: The variation of polarization and position angle at the optical knot 
intensity maximum, using a 3" aperture. 
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Chamaeleon Polarization Minimum 3" aperture 
Waveband P(%) hP(%) 9(0) h9( 0

) 

R 23.4 2.0 172.7 2.4 
I 29.6 1.1 169.6 1.0 

Table 4.2: Aperture polarimetry at the polarization minimum. 

Chamaeleon Counterlobe 3" aperture 
Waveband P(%) hP(%) 0(0) 00(0) 

R 41.6 3.8 193.9 (13.9) 2.5 
I 40.1 1.9 188.4 (8.4) 1.3 

Table 4.3: Aperture polarimetry with apertures centred at the Chamaeleon coun
terlobe. 

The Polarization Minimum 

Measurements were made at the approximate position of the polarization minimum 

(within 0.5"), with the 3" aperture. The polarization here was found to be of the 

order of 25-30% (see table 4.2). 

The Counterlobe 

Measurements made with apertures centred on the intensity maximum of the western 

counterlobe (see table 4.3) yielded values for the polarization in excess of 40% (see 

table 4.3. 

The Nebula 

The polarization maps presented earlier indicate that the whole of the Chamaeleon 

Infrared Nebula is highly polarized at levels in excess of 20%. There is little difference 

in the measured polarizations whether using a 5" or a 10" aperture in the nebula. 

The same result was echoed and discussed in polarization measurements within the 
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Cham-IRN 5" aperture 
Location Waveband P(%) c5P(%) 8(0) 68( 0

) 

35" east & 14" north R 20.8 1.4 165.5 2.0 
I 26.3 1.0 166.0 1.1 

71" east & 28" north R 33.4 2.9 167.6 2.4 
I 43.3 1.9 168.0 1.2 

79" east & 29" north R 34.1 3.0 167.6 2.5 
I 41.7 2.5 169.4 1.6 

Table 4.4: Aperture polarimetry in the Cham-IRN at a number of arbitrary points. 

extended cometary nebula NGC2261 in the chapter on RMon, (see section 2.3.4). 

When measurements are made at a number of arbitrary points within the IRN 

(see table 4.4), the measurements all yield the same pattern; the polarization was 

always measured to be greater in the I waveband than in the R, a result which is 

typical for a simple reflection nebula, NGC2261 being an excellent case in point. As 

an example, at a position in the IRN "'35" east of the knot & "' 14" north, the 

polarizations (with a 5" aperture) were found to be 20.8 ± 1.4%, and 26.3 ± 1.0% in 

the Rand I bands respectively,( with position angles of 165.5 ± 2.0° and 166.0 ± 1.1° 

respectively). The polarization position angles seem consistent with them being 

wavelength independent over the available range (within errors), though it is difficult 

to draw a firm conclusions since we are dealing with only two data points. These 

results will be discussed in section 4.4.2. 

4.4 Discussion and Interpretation 

4.4.1 The Optical Knot, The Polarization Minimum and 
The IRS 

From the appearance of the greyscale intensity images (figures 4.3 and 4.4) and the 

intensity contour plots on the polarization maps, it may appear that the optical knot 

is the illuminator of the nebula. If this is not the case then the question which must 
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be asked is what is causing the illumination of the optical knot? It seems that the 

most likely explanation is that an IRS which is found in the vicinity of the optical 

knot is responsible for this illumination. 

Infrared photometry by Cohen & Schwartz (1984) identified a single bright in

frared object at a= llhOrm15~1,b = -77°27'37" (1950), with uncertainties of ±1", 

which they deem is coincident with the position of the optical knot. Schwartz & 

Heinze (1983) calculated that an infrared object designated C9-2 by Hyland et al. 

(1982) was also coincident with the knot, though Schwartz and Heinze put an esti

mated accuracy of ±5" on their calculations. Looking at the work of Hyland et al., 

the position of their object C9-2 is: a = 11 ho7m12~2, b = -77°27'37" (1950), with 

uncertainties of ±10". Using the IRAS Point Source Catalogue (1988), an IRAS 

source is found to be located at a = 11h07m14~1,h = -77°27'28"(with an error 

ellipse of 8" by 3", and a position angle of 169°), which is designated as IRAS11072-

7727. There is some discrepancy between the position of these three infrared sources, 

but it seems likely that the IRS found by Cohen & Schwartz, C9-2 of Hyland et al., 

and IRAS11072-7727 are all in fact the same source. It is the conclusion of Cohen 

& Schwartz (1984) that within errors the position of the IRS is coincident with the 

position of the optical knot. However, this is not necessarily the case. Firstly it 

must be noted that because of the size of the errors on the IRS position, the optical 

knot may not be coincident with the IRS. Secondly Scarrott et al. (1987) go on to 

point out that if the elongation of the isophotes of the two lobes are projected back 

to a common point of intersection, then this occurs some 2" west and south of the 

intensity maximum of the optical knot. This is likely to be a pointer to the true 

position of the IRS. Further pointers to the position of the IRS are discussed below 

from results obtained at the polarization minimum and from the polarization maps. 

The source star for such a cometary or bipolar nebula might be expected to be 

located within a circumstellar disc, and evidence for outflow should should then be 

seen along the disc axis (see section 1. 7.3). If the optical knot and the IRS are the 

same object, then we would need to have a line of sight close to the disc's axis in 
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order to see the source directly. It does not seem that the Cham-IRN is at such 

a large angle as would be needed to accomplish this feat since the opening angle 

of the (eastern) outflow cone is ,....,_ 30°, and the opening angle of the outflow cone 

would need to be ~90° to see the source directly down the disc axis. It seems 

most likely that the IRS is in fact located within the "gap" of Cohen & Schwartz; 

i.e. it is embedded within the circumstellar disc that surrounds the IRS, which is 

undoubtedly a pre-main-sequence YSO. This theory is perfectly consistent with the 

measurements made by Cohen & Schwartz (1984) and Hyland et al. (1982), because 

the errors quoted on their measurements are also perfectly capable of situating the 

IRS within the dark lane between the two nebulosities. This conclusion is realistic 

when we take into account the standard model of a cometary nebula (section 1.7.3), 

(which places the illuminator of the nebula in a circumstellar disc located between 

two outflow lobes). (Furthermore, the increase in polarization from the R to the 

I waveband is consistent with the knot being seen by reflected light from the IRS, 

(since this is a typical result found in simple reflection nebula). However, such 

interpretations would benefit greatly from observations made at a broader spread 

of wavelengths in order to accurately determine whether the polarization at the 

knot is wavelength-dependent or wavelength-independent). By tilting the nebula 

through an angle which is just large enough to ensure that the eastern lobe appears 

brighter than the western lobe because of the obscuration of the western lobe by the 

disc/molecular cloud, the observed illumination can easily be explained, and the IRS 

will still be obscured at optical wavelengths. The optical knot can the be explained 

as being a preferentially illuminated part of the eastern cavity wall As a result 

of this argument, measurements made up to 5" west of the optical knot intensity 

maximum are now representative of measurements in the circumstellar disc. These 

measurements drop to some minimum value which is attained - 3"±2.0" west of the 

optical knot intensity maximum. It is likely that this minimum polarization point 

is indicative of the presence of the actual source of illumination of the Chamaeleon 

IRN: the IRS. If measurements are made in the close proximity of the IRS it is 
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possible that a greater degree of unpolarized flux will reach the observer and thereby 

cause some depolarization. Therefore a polarization minimum might be expected 

at the position of the IRS. Such a polarization minimum was found in relation to 

R Mon, and deemed indicative of the presence of a similar IRS. The results from 

polarization measurements in the data indicate the approximate position of the IRS 

as a= llh07rn128 ,h' = -77°27'36" (with errors on the position of ±2" in declination 

and ±2" in Right Ascension) in the I waveband. (Further evidence that an IRS is 

to be found in this disc region is found in the polarization maps in section 4.3.1, 

where the centre of the centrosymmetric pattern of polarization vectors seems to be 

located "'6 ± 3" west of the optical knot intensity maximum). 

As has been discussed in section 2.4.1 and section 3.4.2, models which include 

dichroic extinction by the Davis-Greenstein mechanism as the main polarizing mech

anism close to a YSO are unable to account for the rapid change in polarization and 

position angle observed close to R Mon and R Cr A respectively. Polarized source 

models such as proposed by Gledhill (1991) (and see section 2.4.1) seem better at 

explaining the observed phenomena. 

With the Cham-IRN few polarimetric observations have been made. In fact, 

observations of any sort on this object are sadly lacking. As a consequence of this it 

is difficult to look for the sort of rapid position angle changes with time that R Mon 

is seen to undergo for the Cham-IRN. The only polarimetric observations to date 

were made by Scarrott et al. (1987) in 1985, without the use of a filter. It is therefore 

difficult to compare the percentage polarization results here (in R, I and Z) with 

those of Scarrott et al. (1987). However it should still be possible to compare the 

polarization position angle obtained by Scarrott et al. in their data, with the position 

angle obtained in the data presented in this chapter for the optical knot (because the 

polarization position angle in a simple reflection nebula is not wavelength dependent; 

and models of cometary nebulae would suggest that the knot is illuminated by the 

reflection of light from an IRS situated between the two outflow lobes). There is 

another problem that should be noted: the aperture polarimetry measurements were 
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made by Scarrott et al. at the optical knot alone (with a 5" aperture), and no aperture 

measurements are presented for the polarization minimum (which has been located 

for the first time in the data presented in this work). Comparing measurements made 

at the optical knot may be inconclusive, but if any large change in position angle 

were observed this might be an indicator that the source of illumination is changing 

drastically. The R waveband dataset is the closest to the mean wavelength of the 

unfiltered Scarrott et al. data, and so these two datasets will be compared. Scarrott 

et al. find the optical knot to be polarized to 22% at a position angle of 22°. However, 

the measurement in the text is inconsistent with the orientation of the polarization 

vectors in their polarization map. It is therefore suggested that there is an error in 

the text, and the position angle is actually -22° (in other words 158°). This would 

then compare fairly favorably with the R waveband results presented in this work: 

26.5 ± 1.3% at 167.2 ± 1.4° with a 3" aperture, and 24.8 ± 1.2% at 166.7 ± 1.5° with 

a 5" aperture. These comparisons draw no real conclusion. Though a change in the 

position angle is found, the change is not as significant as has been observed for 

R Cr A optical intensity maximum (chapter 3) for example. If a position angle can 

"change" in one direction, it can turn back again. Thus, the rapid changes found 

with R Mon and R Cr A cannot be ruled out, and therefore neither can the necessity 

for the sort of polarized source model that was required to explain the observed 

polarization close to R Mon. 

If it is correct that the true source of illumination for the Cham-IRN is an IRS 

embedded in an optically thick circumstellar disc, then by the arguments of Bastien 

and Menar-d (1988) (see section 2.4.1) dichroic extinction by aligned grains in a 

magnetic field cannot explain the levels of polarization (25-30%) that are observed 

in the "gap" /disc of the Cham-IRN. The difficulty that the Bastien and Menard 

(1988) multiple scattering model has in explaining any rapid change in (polarization) 

position angle of the disc (see section 2.4.1) is not valid in this case, because no rapid 

change in the polarization position angle at the disc has been conclusively observed 

for the Cham-IRN. Therefore the Bastien and Menard model cannot be ruled out as 
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an explanation for the polarization found in the Chamaeleon IRN. Polarized source 

models (see Gledhill (1991) and section 2.4.1) are also able to explain the levels of 

polarization observed at the disc, and further observations of the Cham-IRN are 

required in order to decide which model is the most appropriate for explaining the 

polarization at the "gap" /disc. 

4.4.2 The Nebula 

A typical centrosymmetric pattern of polarization vectors has been observed in the 

IRN. Measurements indicate that the I waveband polarization in the nebula was typ

ically higher than the R waveband polarization at the same points. This is typical of 

the polarization-wavelength relationship found in many reflection nebulae including 

NGC2261 (chapter 2), NGC6729 (chapter 3) and the Serpens nebula (Warren-Smith 

et al. 1987a), to name but three examples. Though it is not usually advisable to draw 

conclusions from observations taken in only two wavebands, these results do seem 

consistent with considering a population of scatters whose effective size is less than 

the wavelength (for the reasons discussed in section 2.4.3) . Further observations in 

a broader range filters should no doubt test the validity of this interpretation. 

The Jet-Like Feature 

As was mentioned in section 4.3.1 a faint jet-like structure can be seen extending 

away from the region of the optical knot and the IRS in a south-westerly direction. 

This is a new feature which has not been commented on before and is polarized to 

levels of "'40%. Few observations have been made of the Cham-IRN and no spectra 

have been taken of the object to the author's knowledge. However, the levels of 

linear polarization suggest that the "jet" is mainly seen by reflected light from the 

embedded IRS. The most likely explanation for this phenomenon is that what we are 

actually seeing is the illuminated southern rim of the obscured western cavity of the 

nebula. This interpretation is of the jet-like features is the same as that proposed 

by Canto et al. (1986) for a number of other objects. This explanation has also 
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been used by Warren-Smith, Draper and Scarrott (1987b) for similar features in the 

R Mon/NGC2261 complex (chapter 2) and by this author for structures emanating 

from RCr A (chapter 3). 

4.5 Conclusions 

New observations of the cometary Cham-IRN have been presented which confirm 

the suggestion that the illuminating source for the nebula is an IRS embedded in a 

circumstellar dust disc at the location of the "gap" in the intensity images presented 

by Cohen and Schwartz (1984). The level of polarization which is found at the IRS 

position cannot be easily explained by dichroic extinction of light from the IRS by 

magnetically aligned grains within the disc, and so some other explanation must be 

found. Models which invoke the scattering of light close to the source seem better 

for explaining the degree of polarization found at the IRS, and polarized source 

models seem able to account for this; see Elsasser and Staude (1978), Gledhill (1981) 

and Scarrott et al. (1991) for example. The multiple scattering model proposed by 

Bastien and Menard (1988) also seems able to account for the observed polarizations 

in the nebula, and the model predicts a level of polarization in the disc region which 

is of the correct order of magnitude. 

A faint plume of nebulosity is located to the south-west of the optical knot 

intensity maximum and the IRS, which has never been reported in observations 

before the data presented here. This phenomenon seems to be best explained if we 

consider the feature as being the illuminated southern rim of the obscured western 

bipolar cavity, an interpretation which is supported by the fact that the nebulosity 

is seen mainly by reflected light. 

The Chamaeleon IRN is a bipolar nebula whose axis is tilted such that the 

western counterlobe of the object is obscured by the circumstellar disc and material 

in the molecular cloud. Observations made in CO emission would be interesting in 

order to further confirm that this object does indeed have two outflow lobes. The 

lack of observations of the Cham-IRN makes it difficult to see if the Cham-IRN is 
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variable like Hubble's variable nebula NGC2261. The similarity in form between the 

Cham-IRN and other objects such as PV Cephei and RMon also suggests that the 

polarization and position angle of the illuminating source may also change rapidly 

with time. As yet no evidence has been found to support this idea but further 

observations are undoubtedly needed to answer this question. 



Chapter 5 

SUMMARY AND 
CONCLUSIONS 

It is now generally accepted that most if not all young stellar objects pass through a 

phase of energetic mass loss before their eventual evolution onto the main-sequence. 

Lada (1985) showed that of the objects he catalogued which had been mapped in 

molecular outflow over 70% had a bipolar morphology. Though the mechanisms 

which create such molecular outflows are not completely understood, it is believed 

that material is accelerated away from a protostar in order to reduce the angular 

momentum of the rotating molecular cloud core so that the star formation process 

may properly begin, (see section 1.3 and 1.4). This angular momentum prohibits 

the collapse of the cloud. 

The streams of outflowing material which may be collimated by circumstellar 

discs and/ or magnetic fields sweep up molecular cloud material in their path as 

they expand away from the YSO creating two roughly conical cavities. Light from 

the central object then illuminates these cavities creating the observed bipolar ap

pearance at optical wavelengths. Where the object is tilted with respect to the plane 

of the sky, so that one lobe is seen preferentially and the other lobe is obscured by 

molecular material the outflow takes in the appearance of a cometary nebula (at 

optical wavelengths); see section 1. 7 .3. 

In the work presented in earlier chapters, it has been shown that NGC2261, 
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NGC6729 and the Chamaeleon IRN are seen as cometary nebulae at optical wave

lengths. There is evidence to support the ideas that they are all actually bipolar in 

their morphology, but one lobe is seen preferentially. These three objects contain 

many of the signposts characteristic of star formation such as: Herbig-Haro objects; 

IR excesses and T Tauri-like stars. In addition it has also be shown that there is 

evidence for circumstellar discs, episodic outflows and jet-like features associated 

with some or all of these objects. 

5.1 Aperture Dependence of Polarization 

One of the most important results arising from the work presented in the preceed

ing chapters regards the aperture dependence of polarization measurements of the 

illuminating sources of cometary nebulae. After measurements of the polarization 

of RMon in the B, V and R wavebands by Aspin, McClean and Coyne (1985) these 

authors concluded that the aperture size was unimportant in measurements of the 

polarization of R Mon. However aperture dependence tests which were reported in 

section 2.3.2, revealed that the that this conclusion is incorrect; the difference be

tween the polarization measurements made with a 3" and 10" apertures was found 

to increase with increasing wavelength. This was found to be due to the contaminat

ing effect of a highly polarized knot, possibly the northern lobe of a "mini-bipolar" 

nebula, when larger aperture sizes were used. This knot reaches 35% polarization 

in the Z waveband (section 2.3.2) and in excess of 50% in the infrared (Minchin 

et al. 1991 ). It is therefore suggested that in future any polarimetric measurements 

made upon the exciting sources of bipolar and cometary nebulae are made only 

after such aperture dependence of polarization tests are carried out. There is no 

reason why other YSOs should not also have highly polarized mini-lobes (or other 

features) close to them which might invalidate polarization measurements if the 

wrong sized aperture were used. Measurements made upon the optical knot in the 

Cham-IRN (chapter 4) revealed how increasing the aperture size from 3" up to 5" in 

size, caused some dilution of the measured polarization due to the effect of a nearby 
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microstructural feature {the polarization minimum which is an indicator of the true 

source position). However, measurements of R Cr A using a range of aperture sizes 

revealed no important features close to the star. 

5.2 Polarized Source Interpretations 

As has been discussed in chapter 2 and chapter 3, one of the popular explanations for 

the observed polarization found at the illuminating source of cometary and bipolar 

nebulae, namely dichroic extinction caused by the Davis-Greenstein effect, can no 

longer be accepted as the main polarizing mechanism in such sources. One of the 

problems that this model has is explaining the rapid change in polarization and 

position angle observed at YSOs like R Mon and R Cr A. 

Polarized source models such as those initially proposed by Elsasser and Staude 

and expanded upon by Gledhill (1991) seem able to account for the observed po

larization in a much more satisfactory way. The polarized source interpretation re

moves the need to consider a circumstellar disc that rapidly changes its orientation. 

The model simply considers that matter is situated unresolvably and anisotropically 

around the source. Changes in the geometry of the distribution of material close 

to the star will then change the observed polarization of the source on short time 

scales. This is the model adopted for explaining the polarization observed at R Mon 

and R Cr A, and may also explain the polarization in the Cham-IRN. It is proposed 

that this model could be applicable to a large number of star forming regions at 

similar evolutionary stages; further polarization measurements of likely candidates 

would be required to demonstrate this. 

5.3 Jets 

It was shown in chapter 3 that in confirmation of the model of Canto et al. {1986), 

the "jet" seen emanating close toR Cr A and extending in a south-easterly direction 

away from the YSO can simply be interpreted as the illuminated southern rim of 
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eastern bipolar cavity. The jet-like feature is significantly polarized and does not 

suffer any of the obvious depolarization that would be expected if the jet were seen 

mainly in emission. This structure is seen mainly by reflected light from R Cr A. 

Similarly, a jet-like feature to the west of the IRS in the Cham-IRN seems to be seen 

predominantly in reflected light. It was therefore postulated in section 4.4.2 that 

the feature is the southern rim of the western cavity, though further observations of 

the Cham-IRN are needed to confirm this. 

The conclusions obtained in chapter 3 for R Cr A, chapter 4 for the Cham-IRN, 

and independently by Warren-Smith et al. {1987b) for R Mon, illustrate that obser

vations of jet-like nebulosities using polarimetry reveal that no emission jet is seen 

emanating from these objects. 

5.4 Future Observations 

Although the cometary nebula NGC2261 and its illuminator R Man have been stud

ied in great depth, the other two objects examined in this work could be more easily 

understood if additional observations were carried out. In particular the following 

observations are suggested: 

1. Chamaeleon IRN 

• Maps of the CO emission are required to confirm that the Chamaeleon 

IRN is truly bipolar in morphology . 

• Polarimetry and photometry over an extended time period are needed 

to test if the IRN and IRS are variable in the same way that R Man 

and R Cr A have been found to be. If this were found to be so, then 

a polarized source interpretation would be needed to better explain the 

observed polarizations. 

• Spectroscopy is needed to test if the IRS is aT Tauri star. The spectrum 

of the nebula can be examined to see if it shows typical T Tauri emission

line characteristics due to reflection of light from the source. 
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2. RCrA 

• Frequent polarimetric observations over an extended period are needed. 

Does R Cr A show any regular pattern in the change of its polarization 

with a period of weeks or even days? 

3. Oher Cometary Nebulae Other cometary nebulae and their exciting sources 

need to be closely examined to see if they undergo to the sort of rapid changes 

in luminosity and polarization that might be indicative that a polarized source 

mechanism is in operation. 

5.5 Final Remarks 

Polarimetry has been shown to be an effective tool in mapping, and understanding 

the environs, of reflection nebulosities. The technique can be used in the identifica

tion (or confirmation) of the positions of the illuminating sources in various cometary 

nebulae. It is also clear that polarimetry can make an important contribution to the 

understanding of the physical process that a young stellar object experiences during 

its pre-main-sequence evolution. 

Cometary nebulae represent an important stage in the star formation process, 

and further studies of them should reveal more information about the transition 

between protostar and zero age main sequence. 
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Appendix A 

Polarization Maps of 
R Mon/NGC2261 

In this appendix polarization maps of the R Mon/NGC2261 cometary nebula which 

do not appear in chapter 2 are presented. The datasets presented are many of those 

from the 1989 and 1990 observing runs (see chapter 2). 
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Figure A.l: R Mon/NGC2261 1989 V dataset. 
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Figure A.2: R 1vlon/NGC2261 1989 R dataset. 
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Figure A.3: R Mon/NGC2261 1989 I dataset. 
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Figure A.4: R Mon/NGC2261 1990 B dataset. 
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Figure A.5: R Mon/NGC2261 1990 V dataset. 
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Figure A.G: R Mon/NGC2261 1990 I dataset. 
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Figure A.7: R rv1on/NGC2261 1990 Ha dataset. 
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Filter response when convolved withh CCD 
Filter Peak A Mean A Bandwidth OA 

(nm) (nm) (nm) 
B 438 440 103 
v 550 552 86 
R 629 663 164 
I 758 809 141 
z 951 944 100 

No 675 651 387 
filter 
Ha 656.0 655.6 5.9 

Continuum 665.2 664.4 4.9 

Table B.1: Filter response when convolved with the coated GEC CCD as a detector 
for the Durham Imaging Polarimeter, for data taken since 1988. Data provided by 
Dr. C. D. Rolph. For data previous to this see Draper (1988). 
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